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ABSTRACT
SABRINA N. POWELL: Stable Isotope Probing of Salicylate-Degrading Bacteria in
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon-Contaminated Soil
(Under the direction of Michael D. Aitken)
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widespread soil and sediment
pollutants, and the carcinogenic nature of some PAHs has led to increased concern over their
potential effects on human health and the environment. Salicylate is an inducer of PAH
metabolism in many bacteria, and its addition to contaminated soil or sediment has been
proposed as a means of stimulating PAH degradation during bioremediation. Stable-isotope
probing (SIP), a technique which uses 13C-labeled growth substrates to link microbial
function with identity via selective recovery of “heavy” 13C-labeled DNA, was used to
identify degraders of salicylate, naphthalene, and phenanthrene in an aerobic slurry-phase
bioreactor treating PAH-contaminated soil. Salicylate- and naphthalene-degraders were
similar to each other but not to phenanthrene degraders. SIP was also used to identify
organisms enriched for by alternative methods of salicylate addition: spike (all at once) or
continuous (slow addition throughout the incubation). Spike and continuous salicylate
addition were found to select for differing populations of salicylate utilizers. Real-time
quantitative PCR primers were designed to quantify the abundances of organisms selected for
by each salicylate addition method. To evaluate salicylate as a stimulant of PAH degradation,
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the effect of spike or continuous salicylate addition on initial mineralization rates of
naphthalene, phenanthrene, and benzo[a]pyrene was measured. Spike addition of salicylate
was found to increase the mineralization of naphthalene by 50% relative to the unenriched
control. The combined results of this study suggest that (1) the method of substrate addition
affects the outcome of SIP incubations, and (2) salicylate has the potential to stimulate
naphthalene removal in contaminated systems.
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1. Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are compounds composed of two or more
fused benzene rings. PAHs are mainly associated with industrial processes, though they also
occur as natural constituents of unaltered fossil fuels. Their distribution in nature is virtually
ubiquitous (LaFlamme and Hites 1978; Johnson et al. 1985). PAHs are suspected human
carcinogens, and they have been linked to genotoxic, reproductive, and mutagenic effects in
humans. Their hydrophobic nature and corresponding limited water solubility lead to their
persistence within ecosystems. The chemical properties, and hence the environmental fate, of
a PAH are related to molecule size and the pattern of ring linkage. Persistence increases as
PAH molecular weight increases.
Microbial degradation of PAHs is the major process that results in removal of PAH
from the terrestrial environment, though the higher molecular weight (HMW) PAH tend to be
degraded to a lesser extent than lower molecular weight (LMW) PAH (Cerniglia 1992).
Bioremediation, defined as the use of microorganisms to remove toxic substances from the
environment, is a promising avenue of cleanup for PAH-contaminated soils and sediments
(Wilson and Jones 1993). Treatment of PAH-contaminated soils in bioreactors allows for
conditions inside the reactor (enhanced mass transfer rates, increased PAH-to-microorganism
contact) to be controlled for optimum microbial degradation of PAHs. Degradation of LMW
PAH is generally extensive in bioreactors, but the often-limited removal of HMW PAH
remains a significant problem. Our lab operates a slurry-phase aerobic bioreactor which
treats PAH-contaminated soil.
2What factors must converge for PAH degradation to occur? Both mass transfer
factors and biological factors are relevant. Mass transfer concerns include desorption of the
PAH molecule and arrival of the PAH and the organism at the same location, either by
mixing, PAH diffusion, or cell locomotion. The cell must possess the necessary enzymes to
degrade the PAH, and those enzymes must be expressed at a sufficient level of activity. The
operating conditions of the slurry-phase bioreactor operated in our lab are geared to
maximize mass transfer and desorption of PAH from the soil matrix and organism-PAH
contact, making the mass transfer issues listed above outside the scope of this research. This
research focuses on the activity of the organism and the induction of PAH-degrading
enzymes.
Biostimulation with either selective or non-selective carbon sources is among the
suggested strategies for improving the biodegradation of PAHs (Keck et al. 1989; Tittle et al.
1995; Kastner and Mahro 1996; Chen and Aitken 1999; Haderlein et al. 2001; Bengtsson and
Zerhouni 2003; Tian et al. 2003; Gaskin and Bentham 2005). Salicylate is a potential
selective carbon source that plays two roles in the degradation of naphthalene: (1) it is an
intermediate in the pathway for aerobic bacterial metabolism of naphthalene, and (2) it is an
inducer of naphthalene metabolism in these bacteria (Davies and Evans 1964; Yen and
Serdar 1988). Salicylate has also been identified as an intermediate in some degradation
pathways for the three-ring PAHs phenanthrene (Gibson and Subramanian 1984; Cerniglia
and Heitkamp 1989) and anthracene (Cerniglia and Heitkamp 1989; Sutherland et al. 1995).
However, detailed knowledge of PAH degradation pathways becomes increasingly scarce as
the size of the molecule increases, and PAH-degraders not able to utilize salicylate have also
been found (Bogan et al. 2001; Zocca et al. 2004). As previously shown with pure cultures
3and microbial communities, salicylate can enhance the degradation of naphthalene and
several PAHs with three or more rings, including phenanthrene, fluoranthene,
benz[a]anthracene, chrysene, pyrene, and benzo[a]pyrene (Mahaffey et al. 1988; Cardinal
and Stenstrom 1991; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Chen and Aitken 1999; Gordon and
Dobson 2001; Vanderford 2001; Tian et al. 2003; Alemayehu et al. 2004). Because PAH
degraders often have a broad substrate range, multiple PAHs may be degraded by common
enzymes or pathway elements (Foght and Westlake 1988; Boldrin et al. 1993; Menn et al.
1993; Aitken and Long 2004). This overlap of PAH degradation pathways suggests that
inducing the expression of one pathway might co-induce the expression of enzymes involved
in the metabolism of other PAHs (Chen and Aitken 1999). If salicylate were to function as an
inducer of high-molecular-weight PAH degradation, it could be useful in bioremediation of
PAH-contaminated soil.
1.1. Purpose and Specific Objectives
Interest in the environmental fate and remediation of PAHs is motivated by their
ubiquitous distribution (LaFlamme and Hites 1978) and their potentially deleterious effects
on human health (Keith and Telliard 1979; White et al. 1994). The recalcitrance of PAHs to
microbial degradation increases directly with molecular weight (Cerniglia 1992). Salicylate
has been shown in previous work to enhance the degradation of PAHs, and the possibility
that salicylate can improve the bioremediation of PAH-contaminated soil, particularly for
HMW PAH, merits further investigation.
This research investigated the relationship between salicylate amendment and PAH
degradation in an aerobic slurry-phase bioreactor. The bioreactor treating PAH-contaminated
4soil served as a source of PAH-degrading organisms. Alternative methods of salicylate
addition tested included a single pulse injection (spike) and slow, continuous addition over a
10-day period. Experiments testing the effects of salicylate addition on PAH degradation by
the microbial community examined rates of PAH degradation and followed changes in
microbial community composition resulting from salicylate addition. This work will expand
our knowledge of the effect of salicylate addition on microbial communities in PAH-
contaminated soils and may have applications in improving the bioremediation of PAH-
contaminated soils.
1.2. Specific Objectives
1. Use stable-isotope probing to identify bioreactor organisms in reactor slurry which
metabolize salicylate, naphthalene, and phenanthrene.
The purpose of this objective was to determine if salicylate-degrading organisms in
the bioreactor were similar to organisms that degrade the PAHs naphthalene and
phenanthrene. Stable-isotope probing (SIP) offers an integrative approach to directly link
specific environmental microbial processes with the organisms involved, based on the stable
carbon isotope labeling of microbial biomass. Following incubation of reactor slurry with
13C-labeled forms of salicylate, naphthalene, and phenanthrene, molecular techniques were
used to identify organisms capable of growth on each compound.
2. Investigate the effect of salicylate addition on reactor slurry microbial community
composition. Compare alternate methods of salicylate addition to reactor slurry.
5Enrichment cultures use selective media and incubation conditions to favor the
growth of a particular type of microorganism. Previous studies have established that the
manner in which an enrichment study is carried out affects which organism(s) are ultimately
enriched (Chudoba et al. 1991; Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Colbert et al. 1993b; Colbert et al.
1993c; Sei et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2005). We hypothesized that varying the method by which
salicylate is added to a microbial community would expose the community to different
salicylate concentrations, thus enriching for different members of the community. Spike (all
at once) or continuous (slow addition throughout the incubation) addition were both
evaluated. Stable-isotope probing was used to test the effect of salicylate addition method on
microbial community composition. Clone libraries and real-time quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) were used to characterize the communities selected for by each method
of salicylate addition.
3. Evaluate spike and continuous addition of salicylate as potential methods to stimulate
PAH degradation in contaminated soil. Quantify the magnitude of increase in initial removal
rate of those PAH which are affected by addition of salicylate.
This objective directly evaluated salicylate as a potential inducer of PAH degradation
in reactor slurry. Radiocarbon mineralization assays provided a sensitive and unambiguous
way to measure the degradation rates of PAHs by reactor slurry. Mineralization was
compared in the absence of salicylate enrichment, following spike addition, and following
continuous addition. Real-time quantitative PCR was also used to follow the growth of
salicylate-utilizing organisms during enrichment.
61.3. Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is a compilation of three manuscripts concerning addition of
salicylate to reactor slurry and is organized into six chapters. Chapter 3 was published in the
March 2005 edition of Applied and Environmental Microbiology (Singleton et al. 2005)1.
Chapters 4 and 5 are manuscripts still under preparation. Chapter 2 is a literature review
which provides background for the work described in this dissertation, and Chapter 6
presents conclusions and directions for future work.
                                                
1 Drs. Sangaiah, Gold, and Ball were responsible for synthesizing the [13C]-labeled salicylate,
naphthalene, and phenanthrene. Dr. Singleton and I jointly set up the stable isotope probing
investigations, extracted [13C]-labeled DNA, performed the ultracentrifugation, and generated
clone libraries. I analyzed substrate samples via high pressure liquid chromatography.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Relevant properties of PAHs and health effects
2.1.1. Physical properties
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are organic chemicals composed of two or
more benzene rings fused in linear, angular, or cluster arrangements (Figure 2.1). Substituted
PAH exist but were not considered in this research. Lower molecular weight PAH (LMW
PAH) are defined here as PAHs with 2 or 3 rings, while higher molecular weight PAH
(HMW PAH) are defined here as PAH with 4 or more rings. As molecular weight and ring
number increase, aqueous solubility and vapor pressure decrease while the octanol-water
partition coefficient (Kow) increases. PAHs are hydrophobic molecules with low aqueous
solubility (Table 2.1). The aromatic structures of PAH are stable because of delocalization of
bonding electrons and the existence of multiple resonance structures (Carey 1992).
The physical properties of PAH molecules have important implications for their
behavior in environmental systems. PAHs tend to associate via sorption, partitioning, or
entrapment with condensed organic phases such as non-aqueous-phase liquids (NAPL),
organic matter in soils and sediments, and particulate matter in the atmosphere.
Hydrophobicity, low solubility, and partitioning tend to lead to low aqueous phase
concentrations of PAHs. This can limit PAH mobility and availability as substrates for
microorganisms. The thermodynamic stability of PAHs due to their large (negative)
resonance energies can lead to persistence of PAHs in the environment because of resistance
8to chemical and biochemical degradation. PAHs are readily detectable at low concentrations
due to their strong UV absorption and fluorescence.
2.1.2. PAHs in the environment
PAHs are mostly derived from incomplete combustion processes. Natural sources
include forest and grass fires, volcanic eruptions, and formation of fossil fuels.
Anthropogenic sources include fossil fuel burning (automobiles, heat and power plants),
production of creosote for wood preservation, and petroleum refining. Operation of
manufactured-gas plants (MGPs) in the 1800s and early 1900s generated PAHs as
byproducts from the manufacturing process (see below). Human activities generate far more
PAH than natural processes. Though isolated reports in the literature have suggested
biosynthesis of PAHs (Borneff et al. 1968), perhaps as plant-growth hormones, biosynthesis
of PAHs is insignificant compared to pyrolysis-derived PAH.
9Figure 2.1. Structures, chemical formulas, and molecular weights of the 16 EPA priority
pollutant PAH. The location of 14C atoms of radiolabeled PAHs used in mineralization assays
are indicated with a gray circle (). Arrows indicate primary sites of enzymatic attack
during the microbial oxidation of PAHs (Sutherland et al. 1995).
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Table 2.1. Selected properties of the 16 US EPA priority pollutant PAHs at 25˚C
Compounda Numberof rings Log(Kow)
b Csat(mg/L)b,c Carcinogenic
potency d
Naphthalene 2 3.37 31.0 -
Acenaphthylene 3 4.0 16.1 -
Acenaphthene 3 3.92 3.80 -
Fluorene 3 4.18 1.90 -
Phenanthrene 3 4.57 1.10 -
Anthracene 3 4.54 0.045 -
Fluoranthene 4 5.22 0.26 -
Pyrene 4 5.18 0.132 -
Benz[a]anthracene 4 5.91 0.011 0.1
Chrysene 4 5.65 0.002 0.001
Benzo[b]fluoranthene 5 5.80 0.0015 0.1
Benzo[k]fluoranthene 5 6.0 0.0008 0.01
Benzo[a]pyrene 5 6.04 0.0038 1
Benzo[g,h,i]perylene 5 6.5 0.00026 -
Dibenz[a,h]anthrancene 6 6.75 0.0006 1
Indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene 6 7.66 0.062 0.1
a Compounds listed in bold are classified by the US EPA as probable human carcinogens.
b Data are apparent consensus values from MacKay et al. (1992).
c Csat, aqueous solubility.
d The values listed in this column are indices used to rate the relative genotoxicity of PAHs.
Benzo[a]pyrene and dibenz[a,h]anthracene are assigned the highest rank. U.S.E.P.A. (1993)
PAHs have a worldwide distribution  (LaFlamme and Hites 1978). The concentration
of PAH in a particular location depends upon several factors: the site’s distance from
industrialized regions, its proximity to other anthropogenic activities, and various PAH
transport mechanisms. PAH concentrations in the environment range from 5 ppb in
sediments from the abyssal plain off the northeast United States coast to 1.8x106 ppb at an oil
refinery outfall in Southhampton, England (Johnson et al. 1985). PAHs always occur as
complex mixtures. Cerniglia (1992) lists many potential environmental fates of PAH:
volatilization, photooxidation, chemical oxidation, bioaccumulation, adsorption to soil
particles, leaching, and microbial degradation.
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2.1.3. PAH toxicity
The study of chemical carcinogenicity began in 1775 when London surgeon Sir
Percivall Pott observed increased rates of scrotal cancer among chimney sweeps exposed to
coal residue in the form of soot. PAH-containing materials were thus the first suspected
carcinogens. The carcinogenic properties of PAH are strongly dependent on molecular
structure, differing significantly from isomer to isomer. Not all PAH are carcinogenic (Table
2.1), though lipophilicity and genotoxicity of PAHs increase as molecular size increases.
Benzo[a]pyrene, a five ring PAH, is commonly regarded as one of the most potent
carcinogens known.
The mechanism of PAH carcinogenicity in mammals has been the subject of
extensive research. PAHs have both carcinogenic and mutagenic activities (White et al.
1994). Carcinogenic PAH are metabolized in the liver by cytochrome P450-dependent
monooxygenase systems to reactive electrophilic intermediates, which become covalently
bound to proteins and nucleic acids (Harvey 1991; White et al. 1994). Studies first carried
out with benzo[a]pyrene and later other PAHs have identified a chemically reactive diol
epoxide as the principal DNA-bound form of carcinogenic PAHs (Klaassen et al. 1986;
Harvey 1991). Binding of carcinogen metabolites to nucleic acids, particularly DNA, is
recognized as a critical event which leads ultimately to tumor induction (Harvey 1991). Bay
region diol epoxides such as the 4,5-positions of phenanthrene (see Figure 2.1) tend to be
resistant to enzymatic detoxification because the bay region provides a pocket of protection
which sterically hinders the approach and proper orientation of detoxifying enzymes (Harvey
1991).
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An individual’s exposure to PAH depends upon geographic location, occupation, and
lifestyle. Human exposure is most likely to occur with particle-associated PAH. Exposure
pathways include dermal, dietary, inhalation of airborne dust or tobacco smoke, and
bioaccumulation in the food chain (Sutherland et al. 1995). Because of the mutagenic and
carcinogenic activities of some PAH (Table 1), the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has listed 16 PAHs as priority pollutants (Keith and Telliard 1979) and has identified
seven of the 16 as potential carcinogens (Table 2.1) (U.S.E.P.A. 1993).
2.2. Behavior of PAH in soil systems and bioavailability
Because of their hydrophobicity and low solubility, PAHs in a soil or sediment matrix
will tend to associate with the organic matter coating of the particle matrix rather than the
hydrated mineral surface. Biodegradation of PAHs in contaminated environments depends
upon the accessibility, or bioavailability, of the PAH to microorganisms. Because microbial
degradation of PAHs is considered to be a major process by which PAHs are removed from
contaminated environments (Cerniglia 1992), the bioavailability of PAHs is of paramount
importance. The maximum potential rate of PAH biodegradation is determined by the rate of
mass transfer of the PAH to the microbial cell and the intrinsic metabolic activity of the cell.
The bioavailability of a compound reflects the balance between these two processes.
2.2.1. Factors affecting bioavailability
Physical-chemical factors affecting bioavailability include sorption, nonaqueous
phase identity, the length of time the PAH has been in contact with the soil, and microbial
factors. These factors are interrelated, complex, and compound-specific. Inherent properties
such as the octanol:water partitioning coefficient (Kow) and molar volume affect the behavior
13
of a PAH in processes such as sorption/desorption and diffusion. The sum of these processes
determine the bioavailability of a PAH to an organism. A five-ring PAH such as
benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) is much more hydrophobic than a two ring PAH such as naphthalene,
and this difference in hydrophobicity will tend to make BaP proportionally much less
bioavailable than naphthalene.  Bioavailability is a compound-specific phenomenon, as
sorption (Carmo et al. 2000; Enell et al. 2005), desorption (Cornelissen et al. 1998), and
solubilization with surfactants (Tiehm et al. 1997) have been found to vary with PAH
identity.
2.2.1.1. Sorption
The type of soil or sediment to which PAHs are bound can have a profound influence
upon the bioavailability of PAHs. Sorption behavior of PAHs is complicated by the physical
complexity and heterogeneity of the soil matrix (Luthy et al. 1997; Stokes et al. 2005). Talley
et al.  (2002) investigated the association and bioavailability of PAHs with sediment particle
type from a contaminated harbor sediment. The sediment contained two fractions, a
wood/coal-derived fraction and a sand/silt/clay fraction. Bioslurry treatment resulted in
minimal PAH degradation in the wood/coal fraction and significant PAH degradation in the
sand/silt/clay fraction. Though the wood/coal fraction contained 62% of PAHs present in the
sediment, it only comprised 5% by weight of the total sediment. The sand/silt/clay fraction
(95% of sediment by mass) contained a minority of the PAHs (38%), but the sand/silt/clay-
bound PAHs were bioavailable and potentially mobile. The type of soil to which a PAH is
sorbed can also influence bioavailability. Mineralization, which has been used by some as a
14
proxy for bioavailability, of phenanthrene differed among muck, loam, and sand (19.3%,
4.0%, and 2.3% organic matter, respectively) (Hatzinger and Alexander 1995).
The character of organic matter varies with soil or sediment fraction. Conceptual
models such as those described by Luthy et al. (1997) depict soil aggregates as having
multiple intra-aggregate sorption domains. Carmo et al. (2000) studied the nature of organic
matter and PAH sorption in various size fractions of three soils. Organic matter
characteristics (and therefore PAH sorption) were found to differ substantially between soil
size fractions, and different sorption mechanisms were observed for naphthalene and
phenanthrene. The percent organic matter present in soil has been demonstrated to affect the
efficacy of bioremediation efforts (and presumably the bioavailability); bioremediation
efforts were successful in an organic-poor sand but not successful in an organic-rich layer of
soil from the same site (Breedveld and Karlsen 2000).
Black carbon is a general term applied to various carbonaceous products of
incomplete combustion including chars, charcoals, and soots. Black carbon (BC) is distinct
from organic carbon (OC), which has a biogenic or diagenetic origin; total organic carbon is
the sum of BC and OC. BC has been suggested as an important sorbent of PAHs (Accardi-
Dey and Gschwend 2002; Burgess et al. 2004), though other carbonaceous geosorbents such
as unburned coal and kerogen have been found to account for more PAH sorption than BC
(Cornelissen et al. 2006). PAH sorption in sediments is described by Accardi-Dey and
Gschwend (2002) as a parallel process in which OC absorbs and BC adsorbs PAHs.
Modeling results demonstrated that sorption of PAHs using a combined BC/OC sorption
model described PAH sorption in lab and field experiments better than than a model
considering only OC sorption (Accardi-Dey and Gschwend 2002; Accardi-Dey and
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Gschwend 2003). The combined sorption model is mathematically similar to the concept of
“soft and hard” or “rubbery and glassy” organic matter advanced by Xing and Pignatello
(1997) in that two compartments with different affinities and strengths of sorption for PAHs
are considered.
2.2.1.2. Non-Aqueous Phase identity
Mass transfer between the site where a PAH is sorbed and the microbial cell is a
prerequisite to biodegradation. If a liquid non-aqueous phase (NAP) is present in a given
environment, PAHs will often be sequestered there because of their hydrophobicity and poor
water solubility. NAP identity and characteristics can have a strong influence on PAH
dissolution behavior. PAH dissolution from a NAPL depends in part upon the viscosity of the
NAP; a more viscous NAPL would be expected to have slower PAH diffusion rates. Ortiz et
al. (1999) selected several NAPs of varying viscosity (pump oil, transmission oil, grease,
petrolatum, and paraffin) and followed the dissolution behavior of PAHs from NAP to water
in a flow-through system. Ortiz et al. (1999) found that the resistance to mass transfer was
not attributed to a single phase over the course of an experiment. Their results have
implications for assessing long-term release of PAHs from NAPs because mathematical
models may need to include multiple types of mass-transfer resistance to accurately depict
PAH mass transfer. Extensive association of PAHs with NAPs was determined to be the
reason for an unsuccessful phytoremediation attempt at a PAH-contaminated site (Burgess et
al. 2004).
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2.2.1.3. Age
Aging is a process by which an organic compound becomes resistant to desorption as
it spends an increased amount of time in contact with soil or sediment. The mechanisms
responsible for aging are poorly understood, though evidence suggests that the organic
compounds are somehow “sequestered” within the soil or sediment matrix. Following
addition of an organic compound to soil or sediment, either in the field or in the lab, sorption
occurs. Organic compounds are rapidly sorbed onto surfaces, though eventually sorption into
pore spaces will occur. Desorption kinetics typically follow a biphasic pattern, in which a
relatively short (hours-weeks) period of rapid desorption is followed by a much longer period
(months-years) of little or no additional desorption (Yeom et al. 1996; Cornelissen et al.
1997; Cornelissen et al. 1998). Equilibrium may or may not be reached. The corresponding
profiles of sorbed mass versus time in desorption experiments are often called “hockey-stick
curves” because the long-term mass associated with the soil approaches a non-zero
asymptote. Applying the results of laboratory aging studies to field conditions can be
challenging because the exposure history of an environment is not known exactly.
Hatzinger and Alexander demonstrated the effect of aging time in soils upon the
biodegradability and extractability of organic compounds (Hatzinger and Alexander 1995).
As measured by the mineralization of radiolabeled substrate, bioavailability of phenanthrene
declined as aging time increased. Sonication, a treatment expected to disrupt the structural
integrity of soil and hence increase bioavailability of phenanthrene, increased somewhat the
rate and extent of phenanthrene mineralization. White et al. (1999) also observed that the rate
and extent of phenanthrene mineralization in soil decreased with aging. Diminishing
bioavailability to earthworms as PAHs aged in contaminated soil was observed by Kelsey
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and co-workers (Kelsey and Alexander 1997; Kelsey et al. 1997). While it may be
hypothesized that a decrease in PAH mineralization with aging reflects a change in the
microbial community rather than a change in bioavailability, the work of Hatzinger and
Alexander indicated that freshly added phenanthrene was more available to microorganisms
than aged phenanthrene (Hatzinger and Alexander 1995).
Chemical extractability also decreases as aging time increases. Hatzinger and
Alexander (1995) showed that the quantity of phenanthrene extracted from organic rich soils
(muck and loam) declined as aging time increased. PAH KOCapp values (apparent
sediment/water distribution coefficients normalized to organic carbon content) were found to
be higher after aging in contaminated sediments (Cornelissen et al. 1998), indicating that
aging reduces the amount of PAH available to chemical extraction. Kelsey et al. (1997), in an
investigation using chemical extraction procedures to predict bioavailability of phenanthrene,
demonstrated that aging reduces the amount of phenanthrene extractable by chemical
methods.
2.2.1.4. Microbial factors
PAH bioavailability is also a microbial species-specific phenomenon. Guerin and
Boyd (1992) investigated the ability of two microorganisms to degrade soil-sorbed
naphthalene in slurries. Pseudomonas putida strain 17484 was able to degrade sorbed
naphthalene as well as naphthalene in solution. However, Alcaligenes strain NP-Alk, an
isolate from a naphthalene-degrading enrichment culture, was only able to degrade
naphthalene in solution. Guerin and Boyd (1992) hypothesized that P. putida 17484 is able to
directly mineralize surface-sorbed naphthalene, creating steep concentration gradients which
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promote diffusion of naphthalene from within soil particle interiors, while NP-Alk must rely
on the passive diffusion of sorbed naphthalene. A Mycobacterium soil isolate mineralized
pyrene eight times faster when adhering to solvent droplets containing pyrene in mineral
medium than when suspended in the aqueous phase (Jimenez and Bartha 1996).
2.2.2. Factors limiting biodegradation
The limits of the rate and extent of PAH biodegradation depend upon a multitude of
factors, including the characteristics of the environment in which the biodegradation is taking
place, the extent of sorption of the PAH, identity of the sorbent, identity of the PAH, mass
transfer rates, and microbial factors (buildup of toxic intermediates, kinetics, or the presence
or absence of organisms capable of degrading a given compound). Many researchers have
investigated the factors to determine which are limiting, but no universal conclusion has been
reached. Examining factors limiting PAH biotransformation from a modeling perspective,
Luthy et al. (1994) postulate a dimensionless group akin to a Damkohler number expressing
the ratio of the biodegradation rate to the mass transfer rate. Values of this ratio substantially
greater than 1.0 indicate mass transfer control, and values of this ratio much less than 1.0
indicate biokinetic control (Luthy et al. 1994).
Because of their hydrophobicity, PAHs in a soil or sediment matrix will tend to
associate with the organic matter coating of the particle matrix, any present NAP, or black
carbon, rather than the hydrated mineral surface. Several steps can be imagined in the overall
mineralization of particle-sorbed PAH. First, the PAH must desorb into particle-associated
pore water. Second, the dissolved PAH must travel through the pore water to the bulk
aqueous fluid. Third, bulk fluid movement must transport the PAH to the microbial cell;
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alternatively, the cell must move to the source of the PAH. Fourth, the microbial cell must
transport the PAH molecule across its cell membranes to the cell interior where metabolism
occurs. Each of these steps is subject to equilibrium and kinetic effects, and each is capable
of being the rate-limiting step for a particular environment.
Slow desorption of PAHs in contaminated soil from soil particles or NAPs to the
aqueous phase has been found to limit PAH biodegradation (Carmichael et al. 1997; Yeom
and Ghosh 1998; Burgess et al. 2004). In a soil contaminated with a coal tar NAP, the
diffusivities of PAHs within the soil matrix were determined to be the rate limiting step
controlling dissolution of PAHs from the soil matrix to the aqueous phase (Yeom et al.
1996). PAH bioavailability rather than microbial factors was found to limit PAH degradation
during bioreactor remediation of contaminated soils (Haeseler et al. 1999b). Bosma et al.
(1997) use the results of a mathematical model based on the bioavailability number (Bn,
which combines the effect of mass transfer of a compound to a cell and the cell’s utilization
of the compound for cell maintenance) to predict that biodegradation is often limited by mass
transfer, not microbial activity. The threshold concentration below which no biodegradation
is possible extends over eleven orders of magnitude, depending upon the environmental
system and the chemical of interest (Bosma et al. 1997). For the specific case of a PAH
dissolution from a NAP to an aqueous phase, either the NAP or the aqueous phase can
provide the greatest resistance to mass transfer (Ortiz et al. 1999).
Some researchers have concluded that microbial factors, rather than mass transfer-
induced bioavailability, limit PAH degradation in certain situations. The degradation
potential for a PAH in a given environment depends upon the physiology of the
microorganisms present. For example, some microorganisms can degrade certain PAHs but
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not others (Cerniglia and Heitkamp 1989). The ability for a microorganism to utilize
dissolved but not soil-sorbed naphthalene has been documented (Guerin and Boyd 1992). In
a laboratory mesocosm study of naphthalene biodegradation involving a mixed community in
soil rather than individual species, naphthalene sorption to soil particles was not found to
limit naphthalene biodegradation; rather, the metabolic activity of the microbial cells
determined the rate and extent of naphthalene biodegradation (Ogunseitan and Olson 1993).
For a given site, an important consideration for bioremediation is whether or not rates
of PAHs becoming bioavailable to degrader organisms are sufficient to sustain meaningful
rates of biological activity. It is difficult to address this question with short-term laboratory
experiments, but one approach is to compare rates of desorption with rates of degradation.
Investigations have revealed differing trends for different PAH. Cornelissen et al. compared
rate constants (k values) of desorption and biodegradation for PAHs during bioremediation of
contaminated sediments (Cornelissen et al. 1998). During the early stages of bioremediation,
desorption was rapid, and microbial factors were found to limit biodegradation rates.
Conversely, during the later, slower stage of bioremediation, slow rates of desorption were
found to limit biodegradation rates for the lower-molecular-weight PAHs (Cornelissen et al.
1998). For 5 and 6-ring PAHs, rates of desorption exceeded rates of degradation during
bioremediation (Cornelissen et al. 1998). Breedveld and Karlsen observed that not all
desorbed five- and six-ring PAHs were degraded in a PAH-contaminated topsoil (Breedveld
and Karlsen 2000). Disparities between desorption and degradation rates for 5 and 6-ring
PAHs have also been observed in aged laboratory-contaminated soils undergoing
bioremediation (Huesemann et al. 2004). Biodegradation studies on PAH-contaminated
environments have repeatedly shown decreased rates and extents of HMW PAH removal
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relative to LMW PAH (Tiehm et al. 1997; Cornelissen et al. 1998; Haeseler et al. 1999b;
Ringelberg et al. 2001).
2.3. Bioremediation
2.3.1. MGP sites
Manufactured-gas plants (MGPs) operated from the early 1800s to mid-1900s and
produced gas from coal or oil for cooking, heating, and lighting. The US EPA estimates that
50,000 MGP sites were built during this time period (U.S.E.P.A. 2004). Most MGPs were
owned by corporations, though some were owned by municipalities. In specialized chambers
called retorts, coal was broken down to volatile components through the action of heat in a
nearly oxygen-free environment. Condensers were used to cool the gas and remove
impurities. The manufactured gas was stored until distribution to consumers.
The manufactured-gas process generated vast amounts of waste. Waste materials
produced by the manufacturing process consisted primarily of coal tar containing PAHs,
volatile aromatic compounds, phenolics, inorganic compounds of sulfur and nitrogen, and
metals (Luthy et al. 1994). When possible, waste products were sold or reused. Chemicals in
coal tar were used as components in the manufacture of solvents, dyes and pigments,
pesticides, plastics and resins, detergents, and lubricants. Waste which could not be sold or
given away was often dumped into waterways, landfilled, or disposed of onsite in pits or
underground tanks, some of it remaining there today. Another potential source of
contamination is inadequately decommissioned surface and underground structures such as
storage tanks, tar separators, and pipelines. The more water-soluble LMW PAH are of
concern because of their potential for surface water and groundwater contamination, while
HMW PAH are a persistent source of soil contamination (Luthy et al. 1994). Former MGP
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sites have a high degree of similarity of organic matter composition and distribution, even
though absolute concentrations of organic matter vary (Haeseler et al. 1999a). The 16 PAH
regulated by the US EPA as priority pollutants have been found to compose 22-43% of total
aromatic hydrocarbons at former MGP sites (Haeseler et al. 1999a).
2.3.2. Slurry-phase bioremediation
Cleanup technologies for contaminated sites include ex situ treatment of excavated
materials (landfill, thermal desorption, incineration, slurry phase bioreactor), in situ treatment
(in situ stabilization, in situ bioremediation, capping), and extraction/recovery processes
(pump and treat, soil vapor extraction, soil washing, dense NAPL recovery) (Luthy et al.
1994). The choice of remediation technology is often based on (1) the type and extent of
contaminant present, and (2) the level of PAH removal required; hence, the choice is often a
site-specific decision. High levels of contamination at former MGP sites often favor the more
rigorous ex situ techniques, while in situ treatment processes can often be used at sites with
lower levels of contamination.
Bioremediation is defined as the use of microorganisms to remove toxic substances
from the environment. Because microbial degradation of PAHs is the chief process that
results in the decontamination of soil and sediment (Cerniglia 1992), bioremediation is a
possible treatment option for PAH-contaminated systems. One advantage of bioremediation
as a cleanup technique is cost effectiveness. Bioremediation can convert toxic compounds to
biomass, carbon dioxide, and water, while other techniques such as landfilling or soil
washing merely transfer the toxic compounds elsewhere. Abiotic losses of PAH can occur
through foaming, volatilization, or adsorption to reactor components, but the chief
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disadvantage of bioremediation as a treatment option for PAH contaminated sites concerns
the tendency for LMW PAHs to be degraded faster and to a greater extent than HMW PAH.
HMW PAHs are recalcitrant due to low water solubility and low bioavailability (see above).
 In slurry-phase bioreactor treatment, contaminated soil is excavated, often
homogenized, and transported to a reactor. The soil is generally slurried with water before
treatment in the reactor. Inside the reactor, optimum conditions (mixing, pH, aeration, and
addition of nutrients) can be maintained for maximal degradation rates (Wilson and Jones
1993). Bioreactors can be operated in batch, semi-continuous or continuous mode, though
they are usually batch or semi-continuous because of the difficulty of soil handling with a
continuous system. After treatment, water is removed from the slurry. Advantages of slurry-
phase bioreactors include 1) shorter time required for treatment when compared to other
treatment methods, 2) well-mixed conditions leading to enhanced reaction rates, and 3)
improved contact between microorganisms and nutrients, oxygen, and contaminants. As with
other bioremediation techniques, the often limited degradation of HMW PAHs remains a
serious impediment to successful remediation (Wilson and Jones 1993; Tiehm et al. 1997;
Cornelissen et al. 1998). Slurry-phase bioreactors are applicable for contaminant
concentrations ranging from 2,500 mg/kg to 250,000 mg/kg in coal tars, refinery waste,
wood-preserving wastes, and other materials containing hydrocarbons (U.S.E.P.A. 1990;
U.S.E.P.A. 1996).
2.4. PAH biodegradation
2.4.1. General
PAHs can be biologically degraded, though the term degradation has various shades
of meaning. Degradation can mean a compound is mineralized completely to CO2,
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incorporated into biomass, or transformed via cometabolism. Cometabolism occurs when one
or more enzymes produced for complete metabolism of a certain growth-supporting
compound also transform a compound that is not used for growth. HMW PAH are frequently
cometabolized by organisms which are capable of growth on LMW PAH (see below).
Prokaryotes and eukaryotes have fundamentally different methods of PAH
metabolism. In general, prokaryotes utilize PAHs as carbon and energy sources and carry out
ring fission as a prelude to mineralization and incorporation into biomass. Eukaryotes
typically detoxify and do not mineralize PAH. For both prokaryotes and eukaryotes,
stereochemistry is important. Bacteria use dioxygenases to incorporate both atoms of
molecular oxygen into the aromatic nucleus and form dihydrodiols with cis configuration,
while fungi use cytochrome P450-type enzymes to insert one molecule of oxygen into the
aromatic ring and create phenols and trans-dihydrodiols (Gibson and Subramanian 1984;
Cerniglia 1992; Juhasz and Naidu 2000). Extensive lists of organisms capable of degrading
particular PAH have been published in several reviews (Cerniglia and Heitkamp 1989;
Cerniglia 1992; Sutherland et al. 1995). Briefly, prokaryotes capable of degrading PAH
include Aeromonas, Alcaligenes, Bacillus, Beijerinckia, Corynebacteria, Cyanobacter,
Flavobacterium, Micrococcus, Mycobacterium, Nocardia, Pseudomonas, Rhodococcus, and
Vibrio species, while eukaryotes capable of degrading PAH tend to be fungi. This work will
focus on prokaryotic aerobic metabolism, though prokaryotic anaerobic PAH metabolism
occurs also.
The biodegradation of LMW PAH is understood relatively well, but less is known about
biodegradation of HMW PAH (Cerniglia 1992). In particular, very little is known about the
regulatory mechanisms of biochemical pathways for HMW PAH metabolism. This lack of
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knowledge is problematic because many HMW PAHs are potential carcinogens and
persistent in the environment. Cometabolism is generally considered a major mechanism for
the biotransformation of HMW PAH, particularly five and six ring PAH (Kanaly and
Harayama 2000). Microorganisms that can mineralize LMW PAH can often cometabolize
HMW PAH (Sutherland et al. 1995; Chen and Aitken 1999; Kazunga et al. 2001).
2.4.2. Pathways of prokaryotic PAH degradation
Operons for prokaryotic PAH degradation are sometimes located on plasmids
(Cerniglia 1992; Sanseverino et al. 1993a), though some genes are located on the
chromosome (Dagher et al. 1997; Kasai et al. 2003). The first two steps of PAH oxidation
tend to be very similar among prokaryotic PAH degraders. Initially, dioxygenase enzymes
form dihydrodiol derivatives by adding both atoms of molecular oxygen to adjacent carbons
in an aromatic ring, disrupting the aromatic nature of the molecule. Broad substrate
specificity is a common characteristic of dioxygenases (Gibson and Parales 2000; Kasai et al.
2003). In the second reaction, dihydrodiol dehydrogenases re-aromatize the ring to yield
dihydroxylated compounds (Cerniglia 1992). Following several additional intermediate steps,
catechols are formed and then cleaved via ortho or meta pathways. Removal of short-chain
organic fragments or CO2 ultimately leads to tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates. PAH-
degrading organisms can demonstrate a low level of constitutive PAH metabolism which is
inducible to much higher levels (Chen and Aitken 1999).
Of the 16 EPA PAH, the naphthalene oxidation pathway has been the most
extensively characterized. Figure 2.2 shows the pathway for the reactions involved in
naphthalene metabolism. Early work on the naphthalene oxidative dissimilation pathway
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focused on the metabolic sequence and enzymatic reactions of ring fission (Fernley and
Evans 1958; Davies and Evans 1964; Fernley et al. 1964). The well-characterized NAH7
plasmid contains the genes encoding enzymes for naphthalene and salicylate oxidation (Yen
and Serdar 1988; Johri et al. 1999). Though later found in many other species, NAH7 was
originally isolated from Pseudomonas putida G7 ATCC 17485 (Dunn and Gunsalus 1973).
The NAH7 plasmid is about 30 kb and has two operons, nah and sal, which encode upper
and lower pathways of naphthalene metabolism, respectively. The upper pathway includes
the genes nahABCDEF and codes for the conversion of naphthalene to salicylate (2-
hydroxybenzoate). The lower pathway includes the genes nahGHIJK and codes for the
oxidation of salicylate via the catechol meta-cleavage pathway to acetaldehyde and pyruvate
(Yen and Serdar 1988; Sutherland et al. 1995). An alternative pathway converts salicylate to
gentisate instead of catechol (Sutherland et al. 1995).
Regulation of the NAH7 operons requires both an inducer and the product of a
regulatory gene. Salicylate functions both as inducer and an intermediate in naphthalene
catabolism. Salicylate interacts with the product of the regulatory gene nahR to activate
transcription of both upper and lower pathways (Yen and Gunsalus 1982; Yen and Serdar
1988). nahR is expressed constitutively and can be induced to higher levels of expression
(Schell 1985). Consistent with the theme that PAH-degrading enzymes often have broad
substrate specificity, the NAH7 plasmid can mediate transformation of PAHs besides
naphthalene, as the upper pathway enzymes have been found to be involved in
transformation of phenanthrene to 1-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid and anthracene to 2-hydroxy-
3-naphthoic acid in Pseudomonas fluorescens 5R (Menn et al. 1993). Though the NAH7
genes are widespread, naphthalene degraders with only partial homology to NAH7 genes
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have been found (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Dagher et al. 1997; Meyer et al. 1999; Aitken and
Long 2004).
The dual role of salicylate as both intermediate and inducer is somewhat typical of
prokaryotic metabolism of aromatic compounds, as many aromatic catabolic pathways are
regulated by pathway intermediates (Furukawa et al. 1983). Of the various PAH metabolites,
no compounds besides salicylate have been found to induce expression of PAH catabolism
enzymes.
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Figure 2.2 Naphthalene and salicylate catabolic pathways in pseudomonads (Yen and Serdar
1988).
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2.4.3. The role of salicylate in PAH degradation
2.4.3.1. Salicylate as an intermediate in PAH degradation pathways
Strawinsky and Stone (1943) were among the first to link salicylate and PAH
degradation when they isolated salicylic acid from a culture of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
grown on naphthalene. A decade later, Walker and Wiltshire (1953) confirmed this finding
when they showed that a Gram-negative soil bacterium produced salicylic acid during
catabolism of naphthalene. Several pseudomonads produce naphthalene dioxygenase when
exposed to salicylate but not catechol (Shamsuzzaman and Barnsley 1974). Salicylate is
often added to culture media for enrichments or pure cultures to stimulate the expression of
PAH-degrading enzymes (Barnsley 1975; Mahaffey et al. 1988; Tittle et al. 1995; Dagher et
al. 1997; Chen and Aitken 1999; Bakermans and Madsen 2002; Dorn et al. 2003; Law and
Aitken 2003).
Salicylate has been found to be an intermediate in some degradation pathways for the
three-ring PAHs phenanthrene (Gibson and Subramanian 1984; Cerniglia and Heitkamp
1989) and anthracene (Cerniglia and Heitkamp 1989; Sutherland et al. 1995), though
complete pathways have not yet been determined for many of the larger PAH. Other PAH
degradation pathways do not involve salicylate but instead go through other intermediates.
Phthalate (ortho-carboxybenzoic acid) is an intermediate in pathways of an Aeromonas
(Kiyohara et al. 1976) and Mycobacterium strain PYR-1 (Moody et al. 2001) during
degradation of phenanthrene, a Mycobacterium strain during degradation of anthracene (van
Herwijnen et al. 2003) and Mycobacterium strain PYR-1 during degradation of pyrene
(Cerniglia 1992). However, phthalate has not been observed to be an inducer of any of these
pathways.
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2.4.3.2. Salicylate impacts multiple aspects of PAH metabolism
Salicylate has the potential to impact two facets of PAH metabolism: selective growth
of PAH degraders and induction of PAH-metabolizing enzymes. Addition of salicylate has
been specifically suggested as a way to: 1) stimulate expression of PAH-degrading enzymes,
thereby increasing PAH degradation rates (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Ogunseitan and Olson
1993; Aitken et al. 1998b; Chen and Aitken 1999), or 2) to selectively stimulate the growth
of organisms possessing the NAH7 plasmid (Colbert et al. 1993a; Colbert et al. 1993b;
Colbert et al. 1993c). The addition of salicylate in a slow-release form has been suggested as
a way to maintain a favorable environment for metabolic activity over an extended period of
time (Colbert et al. 1993a; Colbert et al. 1993b).
2.4.3.3. Effect of salicylate dose on enzyme induction
Several recent studies have documented that salicylate acts in a dose-dependent
fashion (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Colbert et al. 1993a; Colbert et al. 1993b; Ogunseitan and
Olson 1993; Chen and Aitken 1999; Tian et al. 2003; Sei et al. 2004). In addition, salicylate
has been found to be inhibitory above certain threshold concentrations (Colbert et al. 1993a;
Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Chen and Aitken 1999). The concentrations of salicylate added
in the studies described in these papers cannot be directly compared because of the varying
matrices of the experiments (pure culture, soil slurry, soil microcosm, etc.).
2.4.3.4. Salicylate utilization by PAH-degrading isolates
Some, but not all, HMW PAH-degrading organisms can utilize salicylate or other
known intermediates. Phthalate has also been mentioned in the literature as an intermediate
which could be used to stimulate PAH degradation, though it is not as well studied as
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salicylate. Phthalate lacks the enzyme-inducing effects that salicylate has. Three recent
papers have surveyed naphthalene- and phenanthrene-degrading isolates for the ability to
utilize salicylate and phthalate (Aitken et al. 1998b; Bogan et al. 2001; Widada et al. 2002).
A total of 42 isolates were examined. In all cases, a few organisms utilized both
intermediates, some utilized only one of the two, and one or more was unable to use either.
All three studies found salicylate to be oxidized more frequently than phthalate. A fourth
study comparing phenanthrene-degrading isolates found that while only some salicylate-
degrading organisms were able to utilize phthalate, all phthalate-degraders were able to
utilize salicylate (Zocca et al. 2004). Studies such as these indicate our current understanding
of enzymatic mechanisms of PAH degradation is incomplete. Addition of phthalate to an
enrichment culture from PAH-contaminated marine sediments was used to generate enough
biomass for PAH degradation experiments (Poeton et al. 1999). In one isolated case,
salicylate and phthalate were added to enrichment cultures from a PAH-contaminated marine
sediment and a former MGP soil to stimulate growth of PAH degrading biomass (Tittle et al.
1995). Comparison of the two substrates showed that phthalate was a better stimulant of
specific PAH degradation rates for phenanthrene, anthracene, and pyrene for the organisms
in these enrichments (Tittle et al. 1995), though this result is the exception rather than the
rule.
PAH-degrading organisms will have varying responses to addition of salicylate.
Differing levels of expression of naphthalene degradation genes was observed among several
pseudomonads following addition of salicylate (Ogunseitan et al. 1991).  Taken together,
these papers suggest that not all organisms will exhibit the same response to an exogenously
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supplied intermediate and that addition of an intermediate may selectively stimulate one
population but not another.
2.4.3.5. Metabolic stimulation, cell growth, and enzyme activity
The relationships among metabolic stimulation, cell growth, and enzyme activity is
complex. Colbert and colleagues have stimulated inoculated P. putida R20 (Colbert et al.
1993a) and P. putida G7 (Colbert et al. 1993b) in soil microcosms by adding salicylate.
Added salicylate was found to increase P. putida R20 and P. putida G7 metabolic activity
and population densities, but while the population increase was sustained, the rise in
metabolic activity was short-lived (Colbert et al. 1993a; Colbert et al. 1993b). Elevated
population densities were therefore represented by inactive cells. A several-month field trial
in which salicylate was delivered biweekly through a drip irrigation system to agricultural
soil showed that salicylate amendment resulted in significantly greater population sizes of
inoculated P. putida G7 than unamended soils (Colbert et al. 1993c). Addition of salicylate
was also shown to enhance population densities of inoculated P. syringae Cit7 (pNAH7) on
tomato plant leaves relative to P. syringae Cit7 cells lacking the NAH7 plasmid (Ji and
Wilson 2003). Concentration-dependent results of salicylate addition on the population
densities and activity levels of naphthalene-degrading organisms have been observed
(Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993).
The connection between metabolic stimulation with salicylate and HMW PAH
degradation was studied by Vanderford (2001). Pristine soil microcosms spiked with pyrene
were treated with both single and multiple additions of salicylate (Vanderford 2001). The
single addition of salicylate showed a small enhancement of pyrene mineralization over
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untreated microcosms, but multiple additions of salicylate resulted in a near doubling of
pyrene mineralization (Vanderford 2001). Interestingly, added salicylate was found to be
almost completely mineralized within a week, with minimal incorporation into biomass, even
though the single addition of salicylate showed maximal enhancement of pyrene degradation
at 43 days. The lag in pyrene mineralization was suggested to be due to the growth of
multiple subpopulations of pyrene-degrading organisms (Vanderford 2001). Taken together,
these papers illustrate the confounding effects of population density and enzyme activity on
metabolic stimulation with salicylate.
2.4.3.6. Effects of salicylate addition on specific aspects of PAH degradation
The effects of salicylate addition on four interrelated aspects of PAH degradation
have previously been examined in the literature. Each of these aspects, PAH degradation rate,
population density of organisms possessing the NAH7 plasmid, abundance of DNA
sequences with homology to the nah operon, and gene expression of PAH catabolizing
enzymes, is discussed below.
The effect of salicylate addition on PAH degradation rates has been examined in three
types of experimental systems: 1) pure culture or soil-free enrichment (Barnsley 1975;
Mahaffey et al. 1988; Tittle et al. 1995; Aitken et al. 1998b; Chen and Aitken 1999; Marlowe
et al. 2002; Tian et al. 2003), 2) bioreactor or chemostat (Cardinal and Stenstrom 1991;
Marcoux et al. 2000; van Herwijnen et al. 2006), and 3) soil (Ogunseitan et al. 1991;
Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Carmichael and Pfaender 1997; Vanderford 2001; Filonov et al.
2006). Two outcomes have been observed following addition of salicylate: an increase in
PAH degradation rates or no effect on PAH degradation rates. In several cases, addition of
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salicylate increased degradation rates for some PAH (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Tittle et al.
1995; Chen and Aitken 1999; Vanderford 2001; Tian et al. 2003; Filonov et al. 2006; van
Herwijnen et al. 2006). However, addition of salicylate has not always increased the
degradation of HMW PAH (Carmichael and Pfaender 1997; Marcoux et al. 2000;
Vanderford 2001). Consistent with the complex nature of microbial communities and the
differing responses of organisms to various stimuli, generalizations are difficult to make.
2.4.3.6.1. Effect on individual PAH degradation rates
Table 2.2 summarizes the effects of salicylate addition on the degradation of specific
PAH. Where possible, rates of PAH removal from aqueous solution and mineralization have
been compared to rates in uninduced controls, and a ratio of the rates is indicated. Upon
comparison of the effects of salicylate addition in soil versus pure culture, it becomes evident
that much smaller increases in PAH mineralization rates are seen in soil (2-4x) than in pure
culture (typically 10-1800x). This discrepancy likely arises from the individual species in
pure culture responding differently to salicylate addition than the mixed community inherent
in a soil microcosm. In addition, added salicylate could have been consumed by non-PAH
degrading organisms in the soil community.
Table 2.2 Effect of salicylate addition on the degradation of individual PAH
PAH
(number of rings)
Organism or
community
Matrix Effect of salicylate
addition relative to
uninduced controls
Reference
Naphthalene (2) Native microbial
community
Soil Increased mineralization
3.5x
(Ogunseitan and
Olson 1993)
Naphthalene (2) Enrichment culture Culture
media
Increased removal rate (Cardinal and
Stenstrom 1991)
Naphthalene (2) P. putida Soil Increased degradation 2x (Filonov et al. 2006)
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Phenanthrene (3) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased removal rate
10x, stimulated
mineralization 5x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Phenanthrene (3) P. mendocina Culture
media
Increased removal rate,
formation of metabolites,
and the activity of
phenanthrene degrading
enzymes
(Tian et al. 2003)
Phenanthrene (3) P. mendocina,
Comamonas
terrigena,
P. fluorescens,
Rhodococcus
erythropolis,
R. rhodochrous
Solid
culture
media
Phenanthrene
degradation stimulated
(Meyer et al. 1999)
Phenanthrene (3) Enrichment culture Culture
media
No effect (Cardinal and
Stenstrom 1991)
Phenanthrene (3) Native soil
community
Soil No effect (Carmichael and
Pfaender 1997)
Phenanthrene (3) Enrichment culture Culture
media
Minor increase in
degradation rate
(van Herwijnen et al.
2006)
Fluoranthene (4) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased initial removal
rate 400x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Fluoranthene (4) P. alcaligenes
PA-10
Culture
media
Increased rate of indole
transformation to indigoa
2x; indole dioxygenase
catalyzes fluoranthene
oxidation
(Gordon and Dobson
2001; Alemayehu et
al. 2004)
Fluoranthene (4) Pseudomonas NCIB
9816
Culture
media
Increased removal rate (Barnsley 1975)
Benz[a]anthracene (4) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased initial removal
rate 100x and
mineralization rate 4x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Benz[a]anthracene (4) Beijerinckia strain
B1
Culture
media
Induced metabolism (Mahaffey et al.
1988)
Chrysene (4) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased initial removal
rate 160x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Pyrene (4) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased initial removal
rate 1800x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Pyrene (4) Native microbial
community
Soil Increased extent of
mineralization almost 2x
with multiple additions
of salicylate
(Vanderford 2001)
PAH
(number of rings)
Organism or
community
Matrix Effect of salicylate
addition relative to
uninduced controls
Reference
Pyrene (4) Native microbial
community
Soil No effect (Carmichael and
Pfaender 1997)
Benzo[a]pyrene (5) P. saccharophila
P15
Culture
media
Increased initial removal
rate 40x and
mineralization rate 20x
(Chen and Aitken
1999)
Benzo[a]pyrene (5) Native microbial
community
Soil No effect (Vanderford 2001)
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a  Indole transformation is catalyzed by dioxygenases, allowing indigo formation to serve as
an assay for dioxygenase activity.
Many PAH degrading organisms have a broad substrate range and are capable of
degrading multiple PAHs (Dagher et al. 1997; Aitken et al. 1998b; Bogan et al. 2001; Zocca
et al. 2004). P. saccharophila P15 is such an organism. It was isolated from PAH-
contaminated soil and grows on phenanthrene via a pathway with salicylate as an
intermediate (Stringfellow and Aitken 1994). P. saccharophila P15 also cometabolically
degrades several HMW PAH that it does not use for growth (fluoranthene,
benz[a]anthracene, chrysene, pyrene, and benzo[a]pyrene), and salicylate has been found to
stimulate removal and mineralization rates of these PAH (Table 2.2) (Chen and Aitken
1999).
2.4.3.6.2. Abundance of organisms possessing the NAH7 plasmid
Two studies have used plate counts on media containing naphthalene to quantify
naphthalene degraders in a former MGP soil following salicylate addition (Ogunseitan et al.
1991; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993). In both these cases salicylate addition increased the
abundance of naphthalene-degrading organisms in a dose-dependent manner. Low levels of
salicylate addition stimulated mineralization of naphthalene (see above), and high levels of
salicylate addition inhibited mineralization of naphthalene while stimulating growth of
naphthalene degraders (Ogunseitan and Olson 1993).
Colbert and colleagues have published a series of papers examining the efficacy of
salicylate as a selection agent to favor the growth of organisms containing the NAH7
plasmid, though they did not examine naphthalene degradation. Addition of salicylate was
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found to favor P. putida G7 (Colbert et al. 1993b; Colbert et al. 1993c) and P. putida
R20(NAH7) (Colbert et al. 1993a) in soil. Inoculated P. putida G7 successfully outcompeted
native fungi to utilize salicylate added to soil microcosms (Colbert et al. 1993b). In a field
trial, salicylate addition was again found to increase the growth of P. putida G7, showing that
addition of a selective carbon source could enhance population densities of an introduced
bacterial strain (Colbert et al. 1993c). The plasmid NAH7 was then successfully transferred
from P. putida G7 to P. putida R20; P. putida R20 is an antagonist to the fungus Pythium
ultimum which causes rot on sugar beet seeds (Colbert et al. 1993a). The addition of
salicylate to soil stimulated increased growth and respiration of R20(NAH7) relative to the
host R20, but the increased cell numbers were sustained, while the increase in respiration was
short-lived (Colbert et al. 1993a). Another study examining the growth of P. putida in soil
found that salicylate addition did not affect growth rate (Filonov et al. 2006). These results
suggest a disconnect between population density and activity levels.
2.4.3.6.3. Abundance of DNA sequences homologous to the NAH7 operon
Addition of salicylate to soil has been shown to directly influence the abundance of
DNA homologous to genes encoding naphthalene dioxygenase in soil microcosms and in
pure culture (Ogunseitan and Olson 1993). The maintenance of nah genes in soil during an
extended incubation was found to vary as a function of the salicylate concentration and with
organism identity (Ogunseitan et al. 1991). A positive correlation was found between
naphthalene mineralization rate and nah gene frequency in former MGP soils (Sanseverino et
al. 1993b).
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2.4.3.6.4. Gene expression of nah mRNA
Ogunseitan et al. (1991) added salicylate to soil mesocosms containing former MGP
soil inoculated with naphthalene-degrading isolates and incubated for 30 days. Total RNA
was then extracted, and the presence of mRNA transcripts derived from nah genes was
detected by hybridization and X-ray autoradiography. Different pseudomonads expressed
nah transcripts at each of the two concentrations of salicylate tested, while no transcripts
were detectable in the absence of salicylate amendment (Ogunseitan et al. 1991). A
concentration-dependent response was seen for nah mRNA transcripts in soil microcosms
after a short incubation, with an intermediate concentration of salicylate yielding more nah
mRNA transcripts than either high or low concentrations (Ogunseitan and Olson 1993).
Sanseverino et al. (1993b) conducted mRNA analysis on four former MGP soils
contaminated with PAH to determine the in situ catabolic activity against naphthalene. Soil
slurries were incubated with salicylate in an attempt to further induce the nah operon. Of the
four soils, only one demonstrated increased levels of nah transcripts in response to salicylate
treatment. The bioavailability of naphthalene in this one soil was calculated to be extremely
low. The other three soils were presumably fully induced in situ. This study illustrates the
point that salicylate will only be effective as an inducer of PAH degradation if organisms are
not already fully induced in situ; growth of new PAH-degrading biomass would of course
increase degradation rates as long as bioavailability was not the limiting factor.
Recently, Marlowe and colleagues have examined the expression of the PAH
catabolic gene nahAc in response to salicylate. nahAc mRNA transcripts were detected as
long as salicylate was present in the media, but no nahAc expression was detected after the
salicylate was entirely consumed (Marlowe et al. 2002). This research suggests that nahAc
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mRNA turns over rapidly after depletion of salicylate, so that any lingering effect of
salicylate induction would have to rely on continuing activity of enzymes synthesized during
the period of active mRNA synthesis.
2.5. Stable-isotope probing – a new technique in microbial ecology
2.5.1. General
The discipline of microbial ecology addresses the related issues of 1) what organisms
are present in a community?, and 2) what are they doing? Classic microbiological culture
techniques are widely regarded as targeting less than one percent of organisms in the
environment (Amann et al. 1995). Culture-independent molecular techniques focusing on
small subunit RNA (SSU RNA) and its corresponding gene have yielded insights into the
phylogenetic diversity of microbial communities, but little is yet known about the links
between an organism’s identity and its role in a community. Stable-isotope probing (SIP)
offers a new integrative approach to directly link specific environmental microbial processes
with the organisms involved, based on the stable carbon isotope labeling of microbial
biomass. Isotopes have often been used in ecology to determine organic matter source and
age, infer trophic links, and measure rates of processes such as nitrogen fixation. SIP exploits
the potential of biomarkers to elucidate the functioning of microbial communities in extant
ecosystems.
In the shortest possible terms, “you are what you eat.” SIP utilizes growth substrates
labeled as uniformly as possible with 13C. Carbon occurs in three isotopes: stable 12C at
approximately 98.9% abundance, stable 13C at approximately 1.1% abundance, and
radioactive 14C at an abundance several orders of magnitude less than 12C. In SIP, a mixed
microbial community is incubated with the 13C labeled substrate, either an exogenously
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added substrate or a naturally occurring labeled compound such as methane in anaerobic
marine sediments. Organisms that are both capable of growth on the labeled compound and
active during the incubation will produce biomass labeled with 13C. Biomass is then
harvested, and labeled biomarkers can be separated (nucleic acids) or detected (lipids). For
nucleic acids, ultracentrifugation separates by differences in buoyant density in a density-
gradient medium, while lipids can be analyzed by gas chromatography-isotope ratio
monitoring mass spectrometry (GC-IRMS). Molecular techniques can then be used to
characterize the labeled biomarkers.
Biomarkers amenable to stable-isotope labeling include DNA, RNA, and lipids. The
term SIP is reserved by some researchers for nucleic acids (Radajewski et al. 2003). To date,
SIP has been most frequently targeted at DNA (Radajewski et al. 2000; Whitby et al. 2001;
Morris et al. 2002; Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Ginige et al. 2004; Hutchens
et al. 2004; Lueders et al. 2004a; Lueders et al. 2004c), though techniques for RNA are being
developed (Manefield et al. 2002a; Lueders et al. 2004a; Lueders et al. 2004b; Lueders et al.
2004c; Manefield et al. 2005). RNA is an attractive target for SIP because of its higher copy
number and higher turnover rates, thus capturing actual activity better than DNA (Manefield
et al. 2002b). Reports of stable-isotope labeling of lipids have also appeared in the literature
(Boschker et al. 1998; Bull et al. 2000; Boschker et al. 2001; Johnsen et al. 2002; Crossman
et al. 2004; Tillmann et al. 2005). Compared to nucleic acids, lipids have lower resolution as
a taxonomic marker, and interpretation of composite community lipid profiles can be
difficult, particularly if the community includes uncultured organisms. Theoretically the
potential exists for stable-isotope labeling analysis of proteins, though no researchers to date
have published such a technique.
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DNA SIP requires DNA synthesis and cell replication for labeling to occur, which
can lead to longer incubation times, particularly for slower-growing organisms. The
separation of labeled and unlabeled nucleic acids by ultracentrifugation is more complete for
DNA than for RNA, as RNA gradients tend to have a higher background (Lueders et al.
2004a).  RNA is a more responsive biomarker because active cells turn over RNA at high
rates, thus allowing very short incubation times (see below) (Manefield et al. 2002a).
However, RNA is difficult to work with in the lab due to the prevalence of RNAses. In
addition, the cesium trifluoroacetate (CsTFA) gradient used during ultracentrifugation
prevents visualization of RNA bands, necessitating the collection of fractions and techniques
such as reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) and denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis
(DGGE) to follow changes in band intensity during the incubation (Manefield et al. 2002a).
To date, most SIP studies have focused on 16S rRNA genes (Radajewski et al. 2000; Whitby
et al. 2001; Manefield et al. 2002a; Morris et al. 2002; Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al.
2003; Ginige et al. 2004; Hutchens et al. 2004; Lueders et al. 2004c; DeRito et al. 2005;
Singleton et al. 2005), though increasing numbers of researchers are focusing on functional
genes (Radajewski et al. 2000; Morris et al. 2002; Hutchens et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2004;
Miller et al. 2004; Borodina et al. 2005).
2.5.2. Pros and Cons of SIP
SIP has several strengths that are balanced by certain limitations. Foremost, SIP is a
cultivation-independent technique which is free of the bias inherent in culture-based
techniques (Schmidt et al. 1991; Fuhrman et al. 1992; Amann et al. 1995; Hugenholtz et al.
1998). SIP provides an unambiguous link of an organism’s identity with its metabolic ability.
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13C-labeled DNA indicates organisms able to incorporate the labeled substrate into their
nucleic acids who were active during the incubation. The entire genome is labeled, allowing
the targeting of functional as well as SSU rRNA genes. SIP also allows the targeting of
specific metabolic processes, even if the biochemistry and regulation of the functional genes
are not yet understood. The number of substrates that can be utilized in SIP is virtually
limitless. As stable isotopes do not suffer from the legal restrictions and health hazards
associated with radioisotopes, SIP can be used directly in the field (Jeon et al. 2003;
Padmanabhan et al. 2003; DeRito et al. 2005).
Stable-isotope probing does have a number of limitations. One major consideration is
the availability of 13C-labeled substrates. Uniform labeling is ideal, but commercially
available substrates are often only partially labeled. One option for researchers is the custom
synthesis of substrates. For nucleic acid SIP, a higher degree of biomass labeling will lead to
a more complete separation of labeled and unlabeled nucleic acids. For DNA-SIP, growth
must occur, and cometabolism is less likely to be detected. Another risk is that of substrate
dilution. SIP incubations are often done with complex matrices such as soil or sediment that
have endogenous carbon, which if used simultaneously for growth by microorganisms, will
reduce the labeling efficiency. SIP incubations are often designed as enrichments, with a
relatively large dose of label added. This can select for populations not representative at
natural substrate concentrations. Long incubation times can be necessary, particularly for
slowly growing organisms. Crossfeeding can occur during extended incubations, where 13C
metabolites can be assimilated by secondary users (Morris et al. 2002; Hutchens et al. 2004;
Lueders et al. 2004c). Separation of labeled and unlabeled nucleic acids by
ultracentrifugation is often not complete, particularly if organisms are present which grew on
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both labeled and unlabeled carbon. Three outcomes of separation have been observed:
distinct 12C and 13C bands (Radajewski et al. 2000; Whitby et al. 2001; Radajewski et al.
2002), a smear of DNA corresponding to heavy and intermediate densities (Morris et al.
2002), and a heavy fraction not visible to the naked eye but which still yields PCR products
(Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Singleton et al. 2005). The molecular techniques used to analyze
labeled nucleic acids (denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), clone libraries,
terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (tRFLP), and quantitative PCR) are
subject to the biases inherent in PCR amplification (Von Wintzingerode et al. 1997).
2.5.3. Applications of SIP
Early SIP work tended to focus on C1 compounds such as methanol, methane, and
carbon dioxide, and on metabolic processes such as aerobic autotrophic ammonia oxidation
and methylotrophy (metabolism of reduced one-carbon compounds). Commercial availability
of substrates and the existing body of knowledge of C1 metabolic pathways likely
contributed to this focus. The first report of lipid stable-isotope labeling in situ appeared in
1998, when Boschker et al. incubated anaerobic marine sediment cores with 13C-labeled
acetate and measured label incorporation into phospholipid fatty acids using GC-IRMS
(Boschker et al. 1998). The first application of nucleic acid SIP was published in 2000, when
13C methanol was used to label DNA of methylotrophs in an oak forest soil (Radajewski et al.
2000).
A variety of substrates have been used for SIP, including methane (Radajewski et al.
2002; Crossman et al. 2004; Hutchens et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2004), methanol (Radajewski et
al. 2000; Radajewski et al. 2002), methyl chloride and methyl bromide (Miller et al. 2004),
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carbon dioxide (Whitby et al. 2001), acetate (Boschker et al. 1998; Boschker et al. 2001),
propionate (Boschker et al. 2001; Lueders et al. 2004b), phenol (Manefield et al. 2002a;
DeRito et al. 2005; Manefield et al. 2005), salicylate (Singleton et al. 2005), naphthalene
(Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Singleton et al. 2005; Yu and Chu 2005),
phenanthrene (Singleton et al. 2005), pyrene (Singleton et al. submitted) and caffeine
(Padmanabhan et al. 2003). The versatility of the stable-isotope probing technique is
illustrated by its successful application in soils (Radajewski et al. 2000; Radajewski et al.
2002; Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al. 2003), sediments (Whitby et al. 2001; Lin et al.
2004), bioreactors (Manefield et al. 2002a; Ginige et al. 2004; Singleton et al. 2005), and
groundwaters (Hutchens et al. 2004). SIP has been successfully applied in the field (Jeon et
al. 2003; DeRito et al. 2005). Occasionally good agreement is seen between SIP and culture-
based methods (Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Hutchens et al. 2004), though this
is generally not the case. More frequently, organisms identified using SIP are only distantly
related to pure culture isolates (Manefield et al. 2002a; Morris et al. 2002; Ginige et al. 2004;
Miller et al. 2004; Borodina et al. 2005). Labeled community biomass can be compared to
the community at the start of the incubation or a community in a parallel incubation with
unlabeled substrate as a control.
2.5.4. Technical considerations
Several technical considerations relevant to SIP and stable-isotope labeling are
discussed in the following paragraphs. Labeling efficiency depends upon the rate of biomass
synthesis and the extent of label incorporation. As mentioned above, high concentrations of
labeled substrate are often used to maximize the extent of label incorporation and therefore
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the chances of detecting labeled biomass. The addition of high concentrations of substrate
can make the incubation in fact an enrichment (Radajewski et al. 2002). High concentrations
of substrate are not always required, as some researchers have used in situ concentrations of
labeled substrate and successfully detected label incorporation (Boschker et al. 1998; Bull et
al. 2000; Jeon et al. 2003). Labeled substrate has usually been delivered as a single pulse
(Boschker et al. 1998; Bull et al. 2000; Boschker et al. 2001; Johnsen et al. 2001; Whitby et
al. 2001; Manefield et al. 2002a; Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Singleton et al. 2005) or multiple
pulses (Radajewski et al. 2000; Morris et al. 2002; Radajewski et al. 2002; Jeon et al. 2003;
Hutchens et al. 2004; Manefield et al. 2005)  but has also been supplied continuously
(Lueders et al. 2004c). Measures of high rates of substrate oxidation in these studies
suggested that selection occurred during the incubation. Incubation times have varied widely,
from as brief as 8 hours (Boschker et al. 1998; Boschker et al. 2001; Manefield et al. 2002a;
Padmanabhan et al. 2003; Ginige et al. 2004), 2 to 7 days (Whitby et al. 2001; Jeon et al.
2003; Singleton et al. 2005), 10 to 21 days (Bull et al. 2000; Hutchens et al. 2004; Lueders et
al. 2004c), 40-44 days (Radajewski et al. 2000; Morris et al. 2002; Lueders et al. 2004c), or a
maximum of 76 days (Radajewski et al. 2002).
For nucleic acid SIP, ultracentrifugation does not provide a perfect separation of
labeled and unlabeled nucleic acids. Even though DNA separation is more complete than
RNA separation, a low background of approximately 0.7% of the total nucleic acid present
was found in each fraction of ultracentrifuge tubes (Lueders et al. 2004a). Therefore, the
mere presence of an organism’s nucleic acid in a “heavy” gradient fraction does not
necessarily prove a high degree of labeling (Lueders et al. 2004a). Differences in buoyant
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density due to 13C label incorporation outweigh differences in buoyant density due to DNA
G+C content (Lueders et al. 2004a).
Isotopic fractionation, defined as the preferential use of 12C compared to 13C atoms in
biological and chemical processes, is another consideration for SIP researchers. Variation in
13C/12C ratios among primary producers occurs because of differences in inorganic substrate,
carbon fixation pathways (C3 versus C4), or environmental and physiological conditions.
Fractionation is generally much more extensive with anabolism (Schouten et al. 2004) than
with catabolism (Meckenstock et al. 1999). Little to no fractionation of heterotrophic
biomass (Hullar et al. 1996; Wick et al. 2003) or nucleic acids (Blair et al. 1985; MacGregor
et al. 2002; Manefield et al. 2002b) has been found relative to the carbon substrate used for
growth, so most SIP researchers have made the generally safe assumption that the chemistry
and physical properties of native and the corresponding isotopically enriched compounds are
the same. Kinetic isotope effects, in which some enzymes have altered rates when an acting
upon isotope-enriched substrates, are similarly unlikely to impact label incorporation during
SIP experiments.
Recent work has focused on improving the quality of the separation of unlabeled and
labeled nucleic acids during ultracentrifugation. One group has increased isotopic purity by
collecting a 13C DNA fraction after ultracentrifugation, adding the fraction to a new
ultracentrifuge tube, and centrifuging again under identical conditions (Radajewski et al.
2002). Another approach has been to utilize a two-stage ultracentrifugation method, a
primary spin at a lower speed for a longer period of time followed by 13C fraction collection
and a subsequent secondary spin at a higher speed for a shorter period of time (Hutchens et
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al. 2004). This two stage spin protocol improved a smear between 12C and 13C fractions to
discrete bands (Hutchens et al. 2004).
Once nucleic acids are separated by ultracentrifugation, a variety of molecular
techniques have been used to characterize them. Clone libraries are the most common
method (Radajewski et al. 2000; Morris et al. 2002; Jeon et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al.
2003; Ginige et al. 2004; Hutchens et al. 2004; Lueders et al. 2004c; Singleton et al. 2005).
Separation of amplicons has also been achieved by temperature gradient gel electrophoresis
(TGGE) and DGGE (Whitby et al. 2001; Manefield et al. 2002a; Manefield et al. 2005;
Singleton et al. 2005). Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (tRFLP) and
quantitative PCR (qPCR) have also been employed (Lueders et al. 2004c). The potential
exists for SIP to be combined with other methods such as the “RNA as biomarker” technique
in which the SSU rRNAs of particular phylogenetic groups are isolated from total
community RNA and assayed for stable-isotope levels by IRMS (MacGregor et al. 2002).
SIP and microautoradiography-fluorescence in situ hybridization (MAR-FISH) were
successfully combined to study a denitrifying bioreactor community; SIP enabled the design
of oligonucleotide probes for active organisms, while MAR-FISH provided evidence for their
activity (Ginige et al. 2004).
2.5.5. SIP Conclusions
SIP is only one of several techniques that utilize isotopes to investigate links between
community structure and function (Ouverney and Fuhrman 1999; Cottrell and Kirchman
2000; Orphan et al. 2001; Adamczyk et al. 2003; Ginige et al. 2004). The use of stable-
isotope labeled substrates offers a unique opportunity to integrate the study of the microbial
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transformation or degradation of a compound with the organisms involved. SIP pairs well
with techniques from classical and molecular microbiology to examine the metabolic
functions of microorganisms in the environment. SIP has immense potential to elucidate the
functional characteristics of uncultivated microorganisms. SIP and stable-isotope labeling
have been discussed in several recent reviews (Gray and Head 2001; Boschker and
Middelburg 2002; Radajewski et al. 2003; Wellington et al. 2003; Manefield et al. 2004;
Wackett 2004; Dumont and Murrell 2005).
3. Stable-Isotope Probing of Bacteria Capable of Degrading
Salicylate, Naphthalene and Phenanthrene in a Bioreactor
Treating Contaminated Soil
Reprinted from Singleton et al. 2005
Applied and Environmental Microbiology 71(3):1202-1209
David R. Singleton, Sabrina N. Powell, Ramiah Sangaiah, Avram Gold,
Louise M. Ball, and Michael D. Aitken
3.1 Abstract
[13C6]salicylate, [U-13C]naphthalene, and [U-13C]phenanthrene were synthesized and
separately added to slurry from a bench-scale, aerobic bioreactor used to treat soil
contaminated with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Incubations were performed for either
2 days (salicylate, naphthalene) or 7 days (naphthalene, phenanthrene). Total DNA was
extracted from the incubations, the "heavy" and "light" DNA were separated, and the
bacterial populations associated with the heavy fractions were examined by denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and 16S rRNA gene clone libraries. Unlabeled DNA
from Escherichia coli K-12 was added to each sample as an internal indicator of separation
efficiency. While E. coli was not detected in most analyses of heavy DNA, a low number of
E. coli sequences were recovered in the clone libraries associated with the heavy DNA
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fraction of [13C]phenanthrene incubations. The number of E. coli clones recovered proved
useful in determining the relative amount of light DNA contamination of the heavy fraction
in that sample. Salicylate- and naphthalene-degrading communities displayed similar DGGE
profiles and their clone libraries were composed primarily of sequences belonging to the
Pseudomonas and Ralstonia genera. In contrast, heavy DNA from the phenanthrene
incubations displayed a markedly different DGGE profile and was composed primarily of
sequences related to the Acidovorax genus. There was little difference in the DGGE profiles
and types of sequences recovered from 2- and 7-day incubations with naphthalene, so
secondary utilization of the 13C during the incubation did not appear to be an issue in this
experiment.
3.2 Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are always present as complex mixtures in
PAH-contaminated soil and sediment, and many organisms isolated from contaminated
systems have been found to grow on a number of different PAHs as sole carbon sources
(Aitken and Long 2004). Our knowledge of the diversity of PAH metabolism is almost
exclusively limited, however, to studies with organisms isolated from these systems. While
various molecular techniques can be used to identify organisms present in such complex
systems, linking identity to function remains one of the more difficult problems in microbial
ecology. This problem can be partially addressed by the application of stable-isotope probing
(SIP) (Radajewski et al. 2003).
In this study we applied SIP to identify the microbial communities capable of
growing on salicylate, naphthalene, or phenanthrene in a bench-scale, aerobic bioreactor used
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to treat contaminated soil from a former manufactured-gas plant site. Both naphthalene and
phenanthrene are growth substrates for a diverse range of bacteria, and they are generally
present in PAH-contaminated systems at concentrations capable of supporting bacterial
growth. Jeon et al. (2003) and Padmanabhan et al. (2003) previously used SIP to identify
naphthalene-degrading organisms in contaminated and uncontaminated soils in situ. An
additional study used SIP to evaluate phenanthrene degradation in contaminated soil, but the
organisms that incorporated [13C]phenanthrene were not identified (Johnsen et al. 2002).
Whether the same organisms are primarily responsible for degrading both naphthalene and
phenanthrene in any PAH-contaminated system has not yet been evaluated by SIP.
Salicylate is an intermediate in the degradation of naphthalene as well as an inducer
of naphthalene catabolism (Davies and Evans 1964; Yen and Serdar 1988). It is also an
intermediate in one of the aerobic bacterial pathways for phenanthrene metabolism (Evans et
al. 1965), and it has been found to induce phenanthrene degradation in some organisms
(Chen and Aitken 1999). The addition of salicylate to soil has been shown to increase the
numbers and activity of naphthalene-degrading bacteria (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Colbert et
al. 1993c; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993). Its application to PAH-contaminated systems has
therefore been proposed as a potential means of stimulating the biodegradation of a range of
PAHs (Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Chen and Aitken 1999).
The goals of this study were to identify the organisms primarily responsible for
degrading naphthalene or phenanthrene in a bioreactor actively degrading PAHs and to
determine whether the addition of salicylate would select for these PAH-degrading
organisms. Additionally, incubations of different lengths were performed with naphthalene to
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test the potential for secondary incorporation of the labeled compound (i.e., "cross-feeding")
in the longer incubation.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Bioreactor conditions and operation
PAH-contaminated soil was obtained from a manufactured-gas plant site in Charlotte,
North Carolina. The reactor is constructed of stainless steel with a working volume of
approximately 2.5 liters and is gas tight except for inlet and outlet ports for humidified air
and off-gas, respectively. The reactor contains a slurry of the soil at a solids concentration of
20% (wt/wt), is continuously mixed and aerated, and is operated in a semicontinuous (draw-
and-fill) manner. At selected intervals, one-fifth of the reactor volume is removed and then
replaced with an equal amount of untreated soil slurried in phosphate buffer (10 mM, pH 7.0)
containing ammonium nitrate (2.3 mM) as a nitrogen source ("reactor buffer"). The interval
between draw-and-fill cycles was approximately every 2 weeks, corresponding to a solids
retention time of approximately 70 days.
Concentrations of naphthalene and phenanthrene in the untreated soil as determined
by high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Aitken et al. 1998a) were 22 ± 10 and 35 ±
8 mg/kg, respectively (based on triplicate subsamples of soil from each of four storage
containers). Over a period in which the treated slurry from the bioreactor was monitored
regularly for PAH concentrations, the naphthalene concentration was 12 ± 4 mg/kg and the
phenanthrene concentration was 14 ± 4 mg/kg (based on triplicate subsamples from each of
three different sampling events).
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3.3.2 Chemicals
The natural abundance isotopomers of naphthalene (>99%) and phenanthrene (>96%)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Natural abundance isotopomer salicylic acid (Sigma-
Aldrich) was American Chemical Society grade. [U-13C]benzene, [U-13C]succinic acid, and
[U-13C]phenol were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. (Andover, Mass.).
[U-13C]succinic acid was converted to the anhydride by treating with acetic anhydride. The
purity of synthetic products was confirmed by analytical HPLC with UV detection (254 nm).
Purity of labeling with 13C was confirmed by gas chromatography-electron impact mass
spectrometry (GC/EIMS) on an S973N mass spectrometer coupled to an Agilent 6890N GC
equipped with a J&W Scientific DB5 column (60 m by 0.25 µm). All solvents were HPLC
grade.
3.3.3 Synthesis of 13C-labeled salicylic acid, naphthalene, and phenanthrene
(i) [13C6]salicylic acid (Figure 3.1A)
Synthesis of [13C6]salicylic acid (II) was accomplished via Reimer-Tiemann
formylation (Vogel 1959) of commercially available [U-13C]phenol. Formylation yielded a
1:1 mixture of [13C6]salicylaldehyde and [13C6]p-hydroxybenzaldehyde. Following separation
of the mixture by preparative thin-layer chromatography, the [13C6]salicylaldehyde was
oxidized with silver oxide to afford [13C6]salicylic acid. The synthesized salicylic acid was
dissolved in 2 ml of acetonitrile and purified by semipreparative HPLC on a Supelcosil PLC-
8 column (Supelco, Bellefonte, Pa.). Mobile phase (6.5 ml/min) was 60% acetonitrile:40%
water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. Fractions corresponding to elution of the salicylic
acid peak were collected from each of multiple 190-µl injections, combined, and
concentrated by evaporation using a vacuum pump with dry ice-acetone cooling of the
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condenser (caution: evaporation of the solvents by overnight lyophilization resulted in loss of
the salicylic acid). GC/EIMS of disilylated [13C6]salicylic acid (II): m/z 273 [M – CH3]+.
(ii) [U-13C]naphthalene (Figure 3.1B)
[U-13C]naphthalene (VII) was synthesized from commercially available [U-
13C]benzene and [U-13C]succinic anhydride as starting materials by the Haworth reaction for
annelation of arenes (Agranat and Shih 1976). Condensation of [U-13C] benzene in
tetrachloroethane (Reinheimer and Taylor 1954) with [U-13C]succinic anhydride catalyzed by
anhydrous aluminum chloride gave 4-oxo-4-phenylbutanoic acid (III) in 87% yield. Wolff-
Kishner reduction of 4-oxo-4-phenylbutanoic acid (III) followed by cyclization furnished
[13C]tetralone with an overall 80% yield. Wolff-Kishner reduction of [13C]tetralone (V) and
aromatization with 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone in refluxing benzene gave [U-
13C]naphthalene (VII) in 73% yield. The structure was confirmed by comparison of the UV-
visible spectrum (Hitachi U-3300) and the analytical thin-layer chromatography of the
product with those of the natural abundance isotopomer. GC/EIMS: m/z 138 M+.
(iii) [U-13C]phenanthrene (Figure 3.1C)
[U-13C]naphthalene was the starting point for the synthesis of phenanthrene (XII) by
the Haworth strategy. Acylation with [U-13C]succinic anhydride yielded isomeric keto acids
(VIIIa and VIIIb) through attack at C-1 and C-2 in a 1:2 ratio in 78% total yield. Since the
cyclodehydration step was anticipated to yield the phenanthrene framework from both keto
acids, the mixture was not separated. Treatment of the mixture of keto acids in the same
manner as described above for the synthesis of naphthalene gave phenanthrene (XII) in 70%
yield. GC/EIMS: m/z 192 M+.
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Figure 3.1. Schemes for the synthesis of (A) [13C6]salicylic acid, (B) [U-13C]naphthalene, and
(C) [U-13C]phenanthrene. DDQ, 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone; PPA,
polyphosphoric acid.
3.3.4 Setup of incubations
All incubations were performed in 125-ml sterilized glass screw-top Erlenmeyer
flasks with 5 ml of freshly sampled bioreactor slurry as inoculum. The caps of flasks
containing naphthalene were lined with aluminum foil to prevent sorption of volatilized
naphthalene. The target compound was added to each flask with 25 ml of reactor buffer
(nominal concentrations of 25 mg/liter for naphthalene or phenanthrene and 43 mg/liter for
salicylate), either in unlabeled or 13C-labeled form. Naphthalene (as a saturated solution in
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reactor buffer) and salicylate (dissolved to the target concentration in reactor buffer) were
both added directly to the incubation flasks. For phenanthrene, a concentrated stock was first
prepared in dichloromethane. A volume of dichloromethane containing the desired mass of
phenanthrene was added to the incubation flask and the solvent was allowed to evaporate.
Reactor buffer (25 ml) was then added to the phenanthrene crystals in the flask. The
concentrations of each carbon source were selected to provide approximately equal
concentrations of electron equivalents, which are known to correlate with free energy yields
on complete oxidation (Battley 1987). In addition, the masses of naphthalene and
phenanthrene added to the flasks were 40 to 50 times greater than the masses carried over in
the soil slurry, based on the concentrations in the treated soil indicated above.
Flasks containing each carbon source in unlabeled form were set up to measure
disappearance of the compound over time. Additional abiotic incubations with unlabeled
carbon sources were created by adding sodium azide (6 mM final concentration) to
inoculated flasks to confirm that the disappearance of the carbon source was due to biological
activity. Incubations containing inoculum and reactor buffer but no additional carbon source
were also performed. All incubations were performed in duplicate.
3.3.5 Monitoring disappearance of carbon sources
Samples for salicylate analysis were obtained by centrifuging the slurry, filtering the
supernatant with a 0.2-µm-pore-size syringe filter, and reducing the pH to <2 by the addition
of 20% phosphoric acid. The solutions were stored in amber, crimp-top gas chromatography
vials at –20°C before HPLC determination of salicylic acid concentrations. A mild extraction
method was used to extract primarily the added naphthalene or phenanthrene from the slurry.
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An aliquot of slurry (1 ml) was added to a conical-bottom glass centrifuge tube containing
850 µl of ethyl acetate. After vortexing and centrifugation to pellet the solids, the supernatant
was filtered with a 0.4-µm-pore-size filter unit (Whatman, Clifton, N.J.) and stored as
described above.
Concentrations of each carbon source were determined with an HPLC system
consisting of a Waters (Milford, Mass.) 600E system controller, a Waters 717 Plus
autosampler, and a Kratos (Chestnut Ridge, N.Y.) Spectroflow 757 UV absorbance detector.
Salicylate was analyzed isocratically with a Supelcosil LC-8 column (Supelco, Bellefonte,
Penn.) and mobile phase of 25% acetonitrile:75% water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid.
Naphthalene and phenanthrene were analyzed with a Supelco LC-PAH column. The mobile
phase was run with a gradient elution program of 60% acetonitrile:40% water for 5 min,
ramping with a linear gradient to 100% acetonitrile over 20 min, and holding with 100%
acetonitrile for 5 min.
3.3.6 DNA extraction
With the exception of the 7-day [13C]naphthalene incubations, all incubations were
sacrificed shortly after the bulk of the added compound had been consumed, as determined
by HPLC analyses. The entire volume of slurry was transferred to a 50-ml tube and
centrifuged to pellet the solids. The supernatant was discarded and the solids resuspended in
3 ml of sterile water. The slurry was then redistributed to two sterile, 2-ml screw-cap
microcentrifuge tubes. DNA was extracted from each of these tubes with a MoBio (Carlsbad,
Calif.) UltraClean soil DNA kit per the manufacturer's instructions, including a 10-min
incubation of the extraction mixture at 70°C prior to physical disruption of the cells. The
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recovered DNA from each aliquot of the original sample was recombined into a single
sample before the quality and quantity of DNA was estimated by agarose gel electrophoresis.
3.3.7 Separation and isolation of DNA
Separation of the unlabeled and 13C-labeled DNA was accomplished by density
gradient ultracentrifugation in cesium chloride according to the method of Radajewski et al.
(2002), except that a Sorvall OTD60B ultracentrifuge with a TV-1665 vertical rotor and
appropriate ultracentrifuge tubes were used. All separations were performed in parallel with a
tube containing 1 µg each of Escherichia coli K-12 DNA from a culture grown on nutrient
broth and a Pseudomonas putida G7 culture grown on uniformly labeled [13C]glucose
(Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., Andover, Mass.). Additionally, 100 ng of unlabeled
E. coli DNA was added to each experimental tube as an indicator of incomplete DNA
separation.
Separated DNA was recovered by collecting fractions from the bottom of the
ultracentrifuge tube. The tube was first vented at the top with a needle, which was then
closed with an attached Luer-lock valve. The bottom of the tube was pierced with a second
needle. A syringe pump was used to add distilled water via a third needle to the top of the
tube at a flow rate of 800 µl min–1, displacing the denser cesium chloride gradient. Eight to
nine 400-µl fractions (each equivalent to approximately 4 mm of liquid in the ultracentrifuge
tube) were collected for each sample. Under these conditions there was approximately 13 to
15 mm of separation between the peaks of "light" and "heavy" DNA. DNA in each fraction
was recovered using butanol extractions to remove ethidium bromide and isopropanol
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precipitation (Sambrook and Russell 2001) before resuspension in a total of 75 µl of Tris-
EDTA buffer (pH 8.0).
3.3.8 Molecular analyses
A PCR for denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) was performed using 1 to
3 µl of DNA from each fraction as template, primers (final concentrations of 0.65 mM) 907r
(Lane et al. 1985) and 341fGC (Muyzer et al. 1993), and a Ready-to-Go PCR bead
(Amersham Biosciences Co., Piscataway, N.J.) in a final volume of 25 µl. The PCR program
consisted of 35 cycles of 45 s at 94°C, 45 s at the annealing temperature (a touchdown of 65
to 55°C was used over the first 10 cycles, 55°C for the remaining 25 cycles), and 1.5 min at
72°C. Products were loaded on a 6% polyacrylamide gel with formamide-urea denaturing
conditions between 35 and 55% and run for 16 h at 60 V on a Dcode system (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Hercules, Calif.). DGGE gels were poststained with ethidium bromide.
PCR for the construction of clone libraries used primers 8f (Edwards et al. 1989) and
1492r (Lane 1991). The PCR program consisted of 25 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at
50°C, and 3 min at 72°C. Reaction products were cloned into a TA cloning kit (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, Calif.) per the manufacturer's instructions. Clones were screened for unique
restriction patterns by reamplification of the insert followed by digestion with either HaeIII
or a double digest with RsaI and EcoRI (New England Biolabs, Beverly, Mass.). Digestion
reactions were visualized on either a 2% agarose gel or a 5% polyacrylamide gel.
Representative inserts with unique restriction patterns were nearly completely sequenced at
the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill Genome Analysis Facility using primers
M13F1, M13R3, 8f, 907r, and 1492r. Some infrequently appearing inserts were partially
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sequenced using primer 8f. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the pileup program of
the Genetics Computer Group (Wisconsin Package version 10.3; Accelrys Inc., San Diego,
Calif.) and the ClustalX program (Thompson et al. 1994b). Trees were bootstrapped within
ClustalX 1,000 times, and gaps were not considered during tree construction. Close relatives
of recovered sequences were obtained by testing the sequences against public databases by
using the BLASTN (Altschul et al. 1990) or FASTA (Pearson and Lipman 1988) programs.
Chimeras were determined by analyses using the CHIMERA_CHECK program on the
Ribosomal Database Project II website (Cole et al. 2003) as well as additional BLAST or
FASTA analyses.
To screen for E. coli DNA in various fractions, PCR was performed using the primers
and conditions in Sabat et al. (Sabat et al. 2000) with either 25 or 40 cycles. Heavy DNA
fractions were screened for archaeal sequences using the primers 25f (Dojka et al. 1998) and
1492r as well as for fungal sequences using the primers ITS1F (Gardes and Bruns 1993) and
ITS4 (White et al. 1990).
3.3.9 Nucleotide sequence accession numbers
Nearly complete sequences obtained in this study have been deposited in GenBank
with the accession numbers AY699582 to AY699604.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Incubations and compound disappearance
Soil slurry removed from an active bioreactor was incubated with salicylate or
naphthalene for 2 days, while an additional set of slurry samples was incubated with
naphthalene or phenanthrene for 7 days before DNA was extracted. The concentrations of
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salicylate, naphthalene, and phenanthrene all decreased over the course of the experiment as
determined in incubations containing unlabeled carbon sources that were run in parallel to
the incubations with the 13C-labeled carbon sources. Salicylate was undetectable after 24 h,
and naphthalene concentrations dropped to less than 10% of the initial concentration during
the same time period. Most of the phenanthrene added to the flasks was detected in the slurry
at 24 h, but the concentration decreased steadily to less than 20% of the added amount after 5
days. Loss of any of the compounds in the abiotic controls was not significant during the
time in which the compounds were being degraded. Naphthalene was gradually lost from the
abiotic 7-day incubations, likely due to volatilization when the vessel was opened to collect
samples. Because the incubations with [13C]naphthalene were not opened to collect samples
and the majority of naphthalene was degraded in the first 24 h, loss of the labeled compound
due to volatilization in these samples is believed to have been minimal.
Approximately 3 µg of DNA was obtained from each of the 2-day incubations with
salicylate and naphthalene. Less DNA (~1 µg) was recovered from the 7-day incubations
with naphthalene and phenanthrene. No significant differences in the quantity or quality of
DNA were observed between replicates or between incubations with unlabeled and 13C-
labeled forms of the same compound. Nearly the entire amount of recovered DNA was used
in the separations.
3.4.2 E. coli internal indicator DNA
Unlabeled genomic DNA from E. coli K-12 was added to each of the extracted DNA
samples prior to separation by ultracentrifugation to serve as a measure of the separation of
light (unlabeled) and heavy (13C-enriched) DNA. We estimate that in incubations containing
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a 13C-labeled compound the added E. coli DNA was comparable in abundance to a fairly
well-represented indigenous organism (~6 to 18% of the total light DNA). Detection of E.
coli DNA in fractions representing heavy DNA after ultracentrifugation was therefore
indicative of incomplete separation, and the extent of this contamination was further
estimated by the frequency of appearance of E. coli sequences in 16S rRNA gene clone
libraries. PCR screens with E. coli-specific PCR primers (Sabat et al. 2000) of unamended
slurry from the bioreactor before and after the incubations did not produce a product.
When a 25-cycle PCR program with E. coli-specific primers was used, E. coli DNA
was always detected in light DNA fractions but was only infrequently detected in fractions
containing heavy DNA. In one instance where there appeared to be slight contamination of
the heavy DNA from a [13C]phenanthrene incubation, a faint but visible E. coli product was
present in heavy DNA fractions (Figure 3.2; fractions 2 to 4). Encouragingly, these products
were much lighter than those obtained from the light DNA fractions. The separation of light
and heavy DNA was more successful with other incubations in this experiment. For example,
in a 2-day incubation with [13C]naphthalene, no E. coli PCR product was observed in the
fractions corresponding to heavy DNA (Figure 3.2B).
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Figure 3.2. Negative images of gel electrophoresis (1% agarose) screens of all fractions
collected from ultracentrifuge tubes initially containing DNA extracted from (A) a 7-day
incubation with [13C]phenanthrene or (B) a 2-day incubation with [13C]naphthalene. Numbers
corresponding to each fraction are shown above each lane, with fraction 1 representing the
bottom of the tube (containing the heaviest DNA). The numbered lanes were loaded with 2
µl each of a bacterial-specific 16S rRNA gene PCR product (Bacterial), E. coli-specific PCR
product (E. coli), and the genomic DNA (gDNA; out of 75 µl) recovered from a given
fraction. The box outlines weak E. coli PCR products in the heavy fractions from a
[13C]phenanthrene incubation in panel A, and the absence of those products in the equivalent
fractions of panel B. λ and φ, 250 ng of a λHindIII or φX174HaeIII DNA ladder,
respectively; (–), negative DNA PCR control.
A more-sensitive, 40-cycle PCR program using the E. coli-specific primers produced
an amplicon in most of the fractions tested regardless of the compound, incubation time, or
position in the ultracentrifuge tube (data not shown). Therefore, in an attempt to minimize the
amplification of this ubiquitous, unseparated DNA during the construction of 16S rRNA
gene clone libraries derived from heavy fractions, the less-sensitive 25-cycle PCR program
was employed. Despite this precaution, two E. coli sequences were recovered from the clone
libraries of heavy DNA from the [13C]phenanthrene incubations (out of 51 total clones). No
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E. coli sequences were recovered from any of the libraries associated with the heavy DNA of
[13C]naphthalene or [13C]salicylate incubations.
3.4.3 DGGE analysis of fractions
For all incubations, one fraction from the ultracentrifuge tubes was selected as
representative of the light DNA, and another fraction was selected as representative of the
heavy DNA. These fractions generally corresponded to the highest and lowest positions in
the tubes, respectively, from which a strong PCR product could be obtained. Incubations
performed with unlabeled forms of the compounds did not possess heavy DNA, so a fraction
equivalent to the heavy fraction in the corresponding 13C incubation was selected.
The total community DNA for each selected fraction from each of the incubations
was examined by DGGE (Figure 3.3). The heavy DNA fractions from incubations with
[13C]salicylate and [13C]naphthalene (2- and 7-day incubations) were very similar, with a
single band dominating the profile (lanes 6, 10, and 14). Subsequent analyses on PCR-
amplified DNA from clone libraries indicated that multiple sequences from different genera
contributed to this dominant band (data not shown). The heavy DNA from incubations with
[13C]phenanthrene had a different profile (lane 18) than those from incubations with either
[13C]salicylate or [13C]naphthalene.
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Figure 3.3. Negative image of the DGGE gel of recovered DNA fractions from incubations
with various carbon sources. Lanes 1 to 10 represent 2-day incubations, and lanes 11 to 21
represent 7-day incubations. Lanes correspond to incubation conditions identified by the
carbon source (SAL, salicylate; NAP, naphthalene; PHE, phenanthrene) and the fraction
from the ultracentrifuge tube as follows: (1) no added carbon source, light fraction; (2) no
added carbon source, heavy fraction; (3) unlabeled SAL, light fraction; (4) unlabeled SAL,
heavy fraction; (5) [13C]SAL, light fraction; (6) [13C]SAL, heavy fraction; (7) unlabeled
NAP, light fraction; (8) unlabeled NAP, heavy fraction; (9) [13C]NAP, light fraction; (10)
[13C]NAP, heavy fraction; (11) unlabeled NAP, light fraction; (12) unlabeled NAP, heavy
fraction; (13) [13C]NAP, light fraction; (14) [13C]NAP, heavy fraction; (15) unlabeled PHE,
light fraction; (16) unlabeled PHE, heavy fraction; (17) [13C]PHE, light fraction; (18)
[13C]PHE, heavy fraction; (19) no added carbon source, light fraction; (20) no added carbon
source, heavy fraction; (21) negative DNA PCR control.
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There were no significant differences between the DGGE profiles of any of the
replicate incubations (data not shown). Incubations in which no additional carbon source was
added (Figure 3.3; lanes 1 and 19) appeared similar to the fractions containing light DNA
from incubations with 13C-labeled carbon sources (lanes 5, 9, 13, and 17). The PCR program
and primers used for DGGE did not appear to amplify E. coli DNA or other light DNA
sequences from fractions representing heavy DNA, and no bands appeared in DGGE lanes
corresponding to the heavy DNA fraction of incubations with unlabeled carbon sources
(lanes 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20).
3.4.4 16S rRNA gene clone libraries
16S rRNA gene clone libraries constructed from the fractions containing heavy DNA
from replicate incubations with 13C-labeled carbon sources were screened by restriction
analysis prior to sequencing. For the [13C]salicylate, [13C]naphthalene (2-day),
[13C]naphthalene (7-day), and [13C]phenanthrene incubations, a total of 34, 57, 52, and 51
clones were screened, respectively. Representatives of restriction patterns that appeared more
than once were fully sequenced. This screening process led to the recovery of few identical
sequences between treatments, even though some unique restriction patterns displayed high
sequence similarity and a close phylogenetic relationship. In addition, some apparently
identical restriction patterns represented different (albeit very similar) sequences (e.g., clones
NAP2d2 and Sal2d22; Figure 3.4). Approximately 8% of all sequenced clones appeared to be
chimeric; by sequencing only clones with unique restriction patterns, more chimeras were
likely recovered than if equivalent numbers of random clones were sequenced.
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Figure 3.4. Phylogenetic tree showing sequences recovered from heavy (13C-enriched)
fractions in this study and their closest relatives. Clones from this study are shown in bold
and follow the naming scheme of growth substrate, number of days incubated (2d, 2 days;
7d, 7 days), and a number assigned to each clone for identification purposes. The percentage
of screened clones represented by each group of sequences in each of the clone libraries is
shown to the right of the tree. Reference sequences are shown in normal or italic font with
the GenBank accession number in parentheses. The tree was based on the complete sequence
of the amplified portions of the 16S rRNA gene (~1,500 bp). Some nodes are marked with
either a closed or open circle indicating greater than 50 or 95% bootstrap support,
respectively. SAL, salicylate; NAP, naphthalene; PHE, phenanthrene.
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There was overlap between sequences recovered from clone libraries associated with
heavy DNA from incubations with [13C]salicylate and [13C]naphthalene. Sequences from both
sets of clone libraries shared high similarity with sequences in the Pseudomonas genus of the
γ-proteobacteria and the Ralstonia genus of the ß-proteobacteria (Figure 3.4). However, the
representatives of the majority of clones from the 2-day incubations with [13C]naphthalene
and some of the representative sequences from the 7-day incubations with [13C]naphthalene
grouped in clades within the pseudomonads (with similarity to Pseudomonas jessenii and
Pseudomonas mandelii) that did not include a representative sequence from the
[13C]salicylate incubations. Another group of clones had high similarity to other
pseudomonads (particularly P. putida KT2440) and contained representatives from the 2- and
7-day incubations with [13C]naphthalene as well as the incubations with [13C]salicylate.
Interestingly, the lack of a cultured Pseudomonas species with >98% similarity to this group
suggests that these organisms may be underrepresented in culture collections of PAH
degraders.
In general, there was good overlap between sequences that were recovered from 2-
and 7-day incubations with [13C]naphthalene (Figure 3.4). Along with the DGGE profiles,
these data suggest that continued incubation of the soil slurry after the [13C]naphthalene had
been consumed did not substantially affect the sequences recovered. One exception was a
sequence recovered from the 7-day incubation with [13C]naphthalene (NAP7d18) that
represented 6 of 52 screened clones but shared little similarity to other sequences obtained in
the study (Figure 3.4).
The majority of clones from incubations with [13C]phenanthrene (34 of 51) were
represented by two closely related sequences with high similarity to Acidovorax sequences
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(Figure 3.4). No other clone restriction pattern appeared more frequently than recovered E.
coli sequences (two clones) in the libraries derived from incubations with [13C]phenanthrene,
and therefore they were not considered to be significant representatives of the phenanthrene-
degrading community in the bioreactor. No sequence that appeared more than once was
shared between the libraries derived from incubations with [13C]phenanthrene and
[13C]naphthalene, consistent with the differences in the DGGE profiles of these incubations.
Many unique restriction patterns from cloned 16S rRNA genes were recovered from
the fractions containing heavy DNA but were not fully sequenced or examined in detail
because they appeared infrequently. In general, the partial sequences derived from the
[13C]naphthalene and [13C]salicylate clone libraries shared high similarity with other
sequences observed in this study. However, a variety of ß-proteobacterial sequences other
than Acidovorax were obtained from the incubations with [13C]phenanthrene that were not
frequent in the other libraries. Despite their similarity to abundant sequences in this
experiment or to known PAH-degrading bacteria, it was uncertain as to whether sequences
recovered at low frequency from any of the incubations actually represented organisms
capable of growth on the 13C-labeled carbon source. In any case, no singleton sequence from
any fraction containing heavy DNA was considered as representative of an organism capable
of incorporating the labeled carbon source, regardless of the presence or absence of the
internal indicator sequence in the clone library.
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3.4.5 Archaeal and fungal screens
Fractions containing heavy DNA from all incubations with 13C-labeled carbon
sources were screened for the presence of archaeal or fungal sequences by using domain-
specific PCR primers. No archaeal or fungal products were produced.
3.5 Discussion
The 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from incubations with 13C-labeled forms of
naphthalene and phenanthrene indicated that these PAHs were degraded by a number of
frequently encountered PAH-degrading organisms with limited phylogenetic diversity.
Pseudomonas and Ralstonia sequences are common in PAH-contaminated soils (Meyer et al.
1999; Daane et al. 2001; Widada et al. 2002; Eriksson et al. 2003), and were associated with
growth on salicylate and naphthalene in this study. Acidovorax species represented the
majority of sequences associated with growth on phenanthrene, and they have also been
found at PAH-contaminated sites (Shuttleworth and Cerniglia 1996; Meyer et al. 1999;
Eriksson et al. 2003).
It is possible that the sequences detected in this study may only represent a portion of
the total community capable of growth on the added compounds. The relatively high
concentrations of the compounds in readily available form (i.e., not associated with the solid
phase) could have influenced the growth of some organisms. For example, while
Sphingomonas spp. are commonly encountered in PAH-contaminated environments (Meyer
et al. 1999; Daane et al. 2001; Leys et al. 2004), high levels of readily available phenanthrene
have been shown to influence Sphingomonas diversity (Leys et al. 2004). We also recognize
that the method of incubation may have preferentially enriched faster-growing organisms,
potentially influencing the recovered 16S rRNA gene sequences. Such bias is less likely for
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phenanthrene, since the majority of the phenanthrene mass was not dissolved at the start of
the experiment, and a significant fraction of the added phenanthrene remained after 5 days of
incubation.
Salicylate has been proposed as a supplemental carbon source that could selectively
enrich for PAH-degrading bacteria in contaminated systems that contain limited amounts of
bioavailable growth substrates (Chen and Aitken 1999). In this study, the addition of
salicylate to the microbial community in the bioreactor led to the enrichment of many
bacteria that were similar to those capable of degrading naphthalene, although it is possible
that some recovered sequences may represent organisms capable of growing on salicylate
that do not possess any PAH degradation capability. In contrast, sequences associated with
enrichment with salicylate were not recovered at a significant frequency in incubations with
phenanthrene. The apparent selection of naphthalene-degrading bacteria by the addition of
salicylate may have implications for the use of salicylate to enhance the degradation of
higher-molecular-weight PAHs, since bacteria that have been isolated by growth on
naphthalene generally metabolize a narrower range of PAHs than organisms isolated by
growth on other compounds (Foght and Westlake 1991; Kastner et al. 1994; Daane et al.
2001).
It is also interesting that there was no significant overlap between organisms capable
of growing on naphthalene and those growing on phenanthrene in this study. Although a
number of phenanthrene-degrading isolates can also grow on naphthalene (Aitken et al.
1998b), many others cannot (Foght and Westlake 1991; Goyal and Zylstra 1997; Aitken et al.
1998b). Additionally, the presence of naphthalene has been shown to inhibit the growth of
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some phenanthrene-degrading bacteria, including an Acidovorax isolate (Shuttleworth and
Cerniglia 1996).
We conducted two incubations with [13C]naphthalene, one for a period consistent
with the time required for substantial naphthalene depletion (2 days) and one for a period
consistent with the time required for substantial depletion of phenanthrene (7 days). There
was little difference in the types of 16S rRNA gene sequences associated with heavy DNA of
[13C]naphthalene incubations over these two periods, suggesting that cross-feeding of the
labeled carbon was not a problem in this study. Less total DNA was recovered, however,
from the longer incubations, which may be attributable to cell turnover in the 6 days during
which low amounts of exogenous carbon were available. Even though cross-feeding did not
appear to be a major concern in this study, in future SIP studies it may be advisable to
sacrifice microcosms soon after depletion of the labeled compound. This will not only reduce
the possibility of cross-feeding but may also maximize the concentrations of the labeled
macromolecules with which to work.
One challenge when using SIP is verifying that the sequences recovered from a heavy
DNA fraction represent only organisms with 13C-enriched DNA. For example, the G+C
content of an organism's DNA will influence its buoyant density in a cesium chloride
gradient; the magnitude of the density difference between extremes in G+C content can
approach that of differences based on isotopic labeling (Lueders et al. 2004a). However, we
did not observe any heavy DNA in incubations with unlabeled substrates or in the initial
slurry sample, indicating that the heavy DNA we recovered from incubations with the 13C-
labeled substrates was associated with the isotopic labeling and was not an artifact of
differences in G+C content. As an additional complication in SIP, a small percentage of the
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total DNA added to a cesium chloride gradient for separation can appear in any fraction of
the ultracentrifuge tube (Lueders et al. 2004a). While we were able to detect this
"background" DNA with a 40-cycle PCR program, the absence of the internal indicator in
most other reactions and lack of reaction products entirely from heavy fractions of unlabeled
substrates indicated that background DNA was likely not amplified.
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4. Effect of carbon source addition method on selection of
salicylate-degrading organisms in a bioreactor microbial
community
4.1 Abstract
Salicylate is an inducer of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) metabolism in
many bacteria, and its addition to contaminated soil or sediment has been proposed as a
means of stimulating PAH degradation during bioremediation. I hypothesized that the
method by which salicylate is added to a microbial community would expose the community
to different salicylate concentrations, thus enriching for different members of the community.
DNA-based stable-isotope probing (SIP) was used to evaluate the effect of salicylate on a
microbial community in PAH-contaminated soil that had been treated in a bioreactor. Ring-
labeled [13C]salicylate was added to bioreactor slurry either as an initial single-dose spike or
continuously throughout the incubation. Following extraction and separation of 13C-labeled
DNA, 16S rRNA gene clone libraries were used to identify the salicylate-utilizing organisms
selected for by each addition method. The identified organisms were quantified before and
after salicylate enrichment using group-specific primers and quantitative real-time PCR.
Different populations of salicylate utilizers resulted from the different methods of salicylate
addition. Both spike and continuous addition of salicylate selected for organisms closely
related to Pseudomonas and Ralstonia sequences previously found in the bioreactor during
SIP with naphthalene, while continuous addition of salicylate selected for an additional group
of organisms not closely related to any previously cultivated bacteria. All of the identified
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organisms were present in very low abundance (~ 0.01% of total 16S rRNA genes) before
enrichment with salicylate. Depending on the salicylate addition method, the relative
abundance of salicylate degraders was from 20 to 30% of the total 16S rRNA genes after
enrichment. The results of this study show that the substrate addition method can strongly
influence the microbial diversity observed in SIP experiments.
4.2 Introduction
Salicylate is an inducer of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) metabolism in
many bacteria (Yen and Serdar 1988), and its addition to contaminated soil or sediment has
been proposed as a means of stimulating PAH degradation during bioremediation
(Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Chen and Aitken 1999). Salicylate addition has been
previously demonstrated to affect microbial community composition as well as the behavior
of pure cultures. In a study on seawater microcosms, different microbial communities were
selected by varying the salicylate concentration (Sei et al. 2004). The naphthalene-degrading
bacterium Pseudomonas putida RB1353 was engineered to contain the lux bioreporter
system; in response to varying initial salicylate concentrations in culture media, P. putida
RB1353 exhibited varying salicylate degradation rate, peak luminescence, and lag times of
both luminescence and salicylate degradation (Neilson et al. 1999). Salicylate concentration
has also been observed to affect the rate of phenanthrene degradation, activity of
phenanthrene-degrading enzymes, and amount of cell growth for Pseudomonas mendocina
CGMCC 1.766 (Tian et al. 2003).
Other recent studies have found that the method of substrate addition or the
concentration of substrate added to an enrichment culture can influence the resulting
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microbial community composition and behavior. In a comparison of spike versus continuous
addition of the herbicide 2,4-D to activated sludge, each addition method selected for a
unique microbial community (Lee et al. 2005). The diversity of 2,4-D catabolic genes was
increased by continuous addition of 2,4-D, while serial batch cultivation with high
concentrations of 2,4-D resulted in a phylogenetically limited range of 2,4-D degrading
organisms carrying limited catabolic gene types (Lee et al. 2005). It has also been observed
in activated sludge systems that biodegradation kinetics exhibited by the activated sludge
community depend on whether the system is operated in a manner that establishes
concentration gradients (such as batch reactors or tanks-in-series systems) as opposed to
continuous, low concentrations of carbon sources (as in completely mixed, continuous-flow
systems) (Chudoba et al. 1985; Chudoba et al. 1991).
I used DNA-based SIP to investigate the effect of alternative methods of salicylate
addition upon the phylogenetic diversity of the microbial community in a bioreactor treating
PAH-contaminated soil. Equivalent masses of [13C]-salicylate were added to bioreactor slurry
either in spike or continuous form, and recovery of labeled DNA from the incubations
allowed identification of the organisms selected for by each addition method. I hypothesized
that the differences in instantaneous concentrations of salicylate associated with these two
methods of addition would lead to differences in the enrichment of salicylate-degrading
organisms. After identification of salicylate degraders by SIP, real-time quantitative PCR
(qPCR) primers were developed to quantify the abundances of salicylate-utilizing organisms
in the bioreactor community before and after enrichment.
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4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Chemicals
[13C6]salicylic acid was synthesized from [13C6]phenol (Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Andover, Mass.) as described previously (Singleton et al. 2005). Natural
abundance isotopomer sodium salicylate (Mallinkrodt) was American Chemical Society
grade.
4.3.2 Samples
PAH-contaminated soil was obtained from a former manufactured gas plant (MGP)
site in Charlotte, NC. The bench-scale, aerobic, slurry-phase bioreactor treating the soil was
operated as described previously (Singleton et al. 2005). Samples for SIP and other
experiments were obtained directly from the bioreactor at the time of the experiment.
4.3.3 Preliminary experiments with unlabeled salicylate
Salicylate was added to reactor slurry at a range of doses either as a spike or
continuously.  For spike incubations, sodium salicylate dissolved in reactor buffer (10 mM
sodium phosphate, 2.3 mM ammonium nitrate; pH 7.0) was added to triplicate vials of
reactor slurry at final concentrations of 10, 25, 55, 115, or 225 mg/L. Vials were shaken at
150 rpm and 23˚C during the incubations. For continuous incubations, salicylate was added
over a period of 24 h at a constant rate such that at the end of the addition, the mass of
salicylate added per unit volume was 2, 10, 20, 50, 65, 100, 125, 150, or 200 mg/L. Salicylate
concentration was monitored at multiple timepoints via high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) as described below.
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4.3.4 Setup of SIP incubations
All incubations were performed in 125-mL sterilized screw-top Erlenmeyer flasks
with 10 mL freshly sampled reactor slurry as inoculum. Salicylic acid (1.0 mg, either 13C-
labeled or unlabeled) dissolved in phosphate buffer (10 mM; pH 7.0) was added to the
reactor slurry either in spike form or continuously. For both conditions, the final dose of
salicylate added was 100 mg/L. For spike incubations, concentrated salicylic acid dissolved
in a minimal volume of phosphate buffer (0.5 mL; 2000 mg/L) was added to incubations at
the start of the experiment. For continuous incubations, dilute salicylic acid in phosphate
buffer (5.0 mL; 200 mg/L) was infused into incubations with a syringe pump (Cole-Parmer
79400 series; Vernon Hills, Ill.) at a rate of 0.5 mL/day (10 mg L-1 day-1). To control for
dilution effects, continuous incubations received a dose of 0.5 mL phosphate buffer at the
start of the experiment, and spike incubations had 5.0 mL phosphate buffer infused by the
syringe pump over the course of the incubation. Incubations with 13C-labeled salicylate were
performed in duplicate, while single spike and continuous incubations with unlabeled
salicylate were set up to monitor salicylate concentrations.
4.3.5 Monitoring disappearance of salicylate
Samples for HPLC determination of salicylate concentrations were obtained by
centrifuging the slurry to pellet solids, filtering the supernatant with a 0.2-µm-pore-size
Millex-HN syringe filter (Millipore, Billerica, Mass.), and storing the filtrate in amber,
crimp-top gas chromatography vials at –20˚C. The HPLC system consisted of a Waters
(Milford, Mass.) 600E system controller, a Waters 717 Plus autosampler, and a Kratos
(Chestnut Ridge, N.Y.) Spectroflow 757 UV absorbance detector set at 298 nm. Salicylate
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was analyzed on a Supelcosil LC-8 column (Supelco, Bellefonte, Penn.) with an isocratic
mobile phase of 25% acetonitrile:75% water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid.
Concentrations were quantified using calibration curves prepared from external standards.
4.3.6 Isolation and analysis of 13C-enriched DNA
DNA was extracted from separate spike incubations after 2 days and after 10 days.
DNA was extracted from continuous incubations after 10 days. As described previously
(Singleton et al. 2005), DNA was extracted with a MoBio (Carlsbad, Calif.) UltraClean Soil
DNA Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions, including a 10-min incubation of the
extraction mixture at 70˚C prior to physical disruption in a Mini-BeadBeater (Biospec
Products, Bartlesville, Okla.) for 2 minutes at 2500 rpm.  Each 10-mL incubation was
extracted in five aliquots of 2 mL slurry per extraction, and the DNA extracts from each
aliquot were combined for subsequent ultracentrifugation.
Separation of unlabeled and 13C-labeled DNA was accomplished by density gradient
ultracentrifugation in cesium chloride as described previously (Singleton et al. 2005).
Unlabeled Escherichia coli K12 DNA (100 ng) was added to each tube as an internal
standard to verify the separation of 13C-labeled and unlabeled DNA (Singleton et al. 2005).
Separated DNA was recovered by collecting 12 400-µL fractions from the bottom of the
ultracentrifuge tube (Singleton et al. 2005). DNA in each fraction was recovered using
butanol extractions to remove ethidium bromide and isopropanol precipitation (Sambrook
and Russell 2001) before resuspension in a total of 75 µL of Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 8.0).
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4.3.7 Molecular analyses
To screen for E. coli DNA in various fractions, PCR was performed with E. coli-
specific primers (Sabat et al. 2000). Heavy DNA fractions were screened for archaeal
sequences using the primers 25f (Dojka et al. 1998) and 1492r as well as for fungal
sequences using the primers ITS1F (Gardes and Bruns 1993) and ITS4 (White et al. 1990).
PCR for denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) was performed using 1 µL
of DNA from each fraction as template, primers (final concentrations 200 nM) 341fGC
(Muyzer et al. 1993) and 907r (Lane 1991), and 8 µL Eppendorf 2.5X MasterMix
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) in a final reaction volume of 20 µL. The PCR program
consisted of 35 cycles of 45 s at 94˚C, 45 s at the annealing temperature (a touchdown of 65
to 55˚C was used over the first 10 cycles, 55˚C for the remaining 25 cycles), and 1.5 min at
72˚C. Products were loaded on a 6% polyacrylamide gel with formamide-urea denaturing
conditions between 35 and 55% (where 100% denaturant contains 7 M urea and 40%
[vol/vol] formamide). DGGE was run for 16 h at 60 V on a DCode system (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Hercules, Calif.). Ethidium bromide was used to poststain DGGE gels.
Clone libraries were constructed from PCR products generated with primers 8f
(Edwards et al. 1989) and 1492r (Lane 1991). The PCR program consisted of 25 cycles of 1
min at 94˚C, 1 min at 50˚C, and 3 min at 72˚C. PCR products were cloned into a TA cloning
kit (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, Calif.) per the manufacturer’s instructions with vector pCR2.1 and
E. coli strain INVαF’ competent cells. Randomly picked clones were partially sequenced by
SeqWright (Houston, Texas) using primer 8f. Clones salsp08, salcon01, salcon26, salcon39,
and salcon44 were fully sequenced using primers M13f, M13r, 338f, 338r, 907f, and 907r.
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Sequencing was performed by the University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill Genome
Analysis Facility. Raw sequence data from both strands were assembled into full-length
sequences with at least 2X coverage using Sequencher software (Gene Codes Corporation,
Ann Arbor, Mich.). After assembly, the consensus sequence was manually verified by
referring to the corresponding sequencing chromatograms.
BLASTn (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) searches for each clone were used
to identify closely related organisms to be used as reference sequences for a phylogenetic
tree. Clone library sequences were aligned using the default parameters of the ClustalW
program (Thompson et al. 1994a). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using MrBayes
software version 3.1.1 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). The program was run for 1.2
million generations and sampled every 100 generations. After discarding the first 2000
samples as burn-in, the consensus tree was based on 10,000 samples.
LIBSHUFF software was used to perform statistical comparisons of clone libraries
derived from spike and continuous incubations (Singleton et al. 2001; Singleton et al. 2004).
LIBSHUFF estimated homologous and heterologous coverages of clone libraries as a
function of evolutionary distance for pairwise reciprocal comparisons of libraries (library A
compared to library B and vice versa). Bootstrapping with 1000 replicates was used to
compare the significance of differences in coverage versus evolutionary distance between
libraries. Differences in coverage as a function of evolutionary distance (ΔC) were
considered significant for p-values ≤0.05.
Based on sequence results from the 16S rRNA gene clone libraries, group-specific
primers were designed to quantify the abundances of salicylate utilizers using real-time
quantitative PCR (qPCR). Primers were designed for three groups of salicylate utilizers with
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the assistance of Amplicon b09 software (http://sourceforge.net/projects/amplicon/). Primer
specificity was checked using the ‘Probe Match’ feature of the Ribosomal Database Project-
II (RDP-II) database (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/). For each primer set, no sequences in the
RDP-II database bound both primers with zero mismatches (search performed April 2006).
Conventional PCR was also used to further verify the specificity of the primer sets. Primer
sets were used for qPCR only when they (1) amplified the target sequences but not non-target
sequences and (2) produced the expected size amplicon with both the target sequence and
DNA extracted from soil. The annealing temperature for each primer set was determined
empirically by conducting conventional PCR at various temperatures. Primer sequences are
listed in Table 4.1.
All qPCR reactions were performed with the SmartCycler system (Cepheid;
Sunnyvale, Calif.). For each qPCR reaction, 1 µL of a DNA suspension was used as template
in a tube containing 12.5 µL QuantiTect SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix (Qiagen; Valencia
Calif.), 0.25 µL each of the appropriate forward and reverse primer (0.6 mM final
concentration), and water to 25 µL. Each program consisted of 15 min at 95˚C followed by
45 cycles of 15 sec at 94˚C, 30 sec at the annealing temperature (Table 4.1), and 30 sec at
72˚C. Data were acquired during the extension step of each cycle. Melting curve analysis of
products from 65˚C and 95˚C was performed at the end of each run, and products from
experimental tubes were examined by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis to confirm that
amplicons were of the expected size and that secondary products were not formed.
A standard curve was generated for each qPCR primer set from dilutions of a plasmid
containing a 16S rRNA gene insert specific for the primer set that had been linearized by
cutting with the endonuclease BamHI. The concentration of template in each standard curve
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dilution series was measured using the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA assay (Invitrogen;
Carlsbad, Calif.). qPCR was performed on each dilution series with group-specific and
general bacterial primers. The Ct (cycle number at which a fluorescence threshold was
exceeded) for each dilution was plotted against the log of the gene copy number, and a linear
best-fit was determined. Slopes of the best-fit lines were similar, indicating that group-
specific and bacterial primers had similar amplification efficiencies. Sample Ct values were
compared to the appropriate standard curve to determine the number of group-specific or
bacterial 16S rRNA genes present in the DNA sample. Relative abundance of each group of
organisms was calculated by dividing the average number of detected 16S rRNA genes for
each group by the total number of 16S rRNA genes per sample, as determined using a
general bacterial primer set for each template. Standard curves were run in duplicate, and
samples were run in triplicate.
Table 4.1 Primers and qPCR conditions
Target
group
qPCR
standard
Primer
name
Sequence 5’3’ E. coli
numbering*
Annealing
temp (˚C)
Reference
Bacteria ------ 341f
517r
CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG
ATTACCGCGGCTGCTGG
(341-357)
(517-533)
60 (Muyzer
et al.
1993)
NAP
group 4
salcon39 NAPgrp4f
NAPgrp4r
GAACGTGCCCTGTAGT
CGCTCCTGTAGCGCGA
(128-143)
(216-231)
57 This
study
SAL
group 1
salcon44 SALgrp1f
SALgrp1r
GGCAGCACGGGAGCAAT
AGATCGTCGGCTTGGTG
(68-90)
(269-285)
61 This
study
SAL
group 4
salcon01 SALgrp4f
SALgrp4r
CTGGGAACTGCATCCAAAACTA
TAAGTTCTCAAGGAACCCAACAA
(625-646)
(765-787)
57 This
study
*According to Brosius et al. (1978)
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Preliminary spike and continuous salicylate addition experiments
Preliminary experiments examined degradation rates following salicylate addition to
bioreactor slurry. Salicylate was added to bioreactor slurry at multiple concentrations in spike
and continuous forms. The microbial community in the reactor slurry rapidly metabolized
added salicylate. Spike additions of salicylate were completely consumed within 47 hours,
with the lowest concentration of salicylate being completely consumed within 34 hours
(Figure 4.1). For the incubations in which salicylate was added at 25 mg/L or higher, at least
75% of the added salicylate was still present at 29.5 hours. The rate of salicylate
consumption was highest between the 34.5 and 47 h timepoints. All concentrations of
salicylate tested showed the same general trend, with an initial period of little salicylate
consumption followed by a later period of rapid degradation.
Figure 4.1. Degradation of salicylate by reactor slurry when salicylate was added as a spike
at various initial concentrations. Data points are the averages of the results from three
replicate treatments. Error bars indicate standard deviations.
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Continuous addition of salicylate to reactor slurry likewise showed similar
degradation patterns for the wide variety of concentrations tested (Figure 4.2).
Approximately 90% of the added salicylate was still present at 24 h for all concentrations
above 75 mg/L, indicating minimal consumption as salicylate was being added. However,
once salicylate addition ceased, its degradation was rapid, with all or almost all of the
salicylate consumed by 34 h.
Figure 4.2. Degradation of salicylate by reactor slurry when added continuously over a 24-
hour period at different total doses as indicated in the legend. Data are from single
experiments at each dose.
Based on the results of these experiments, the dose chosen for further comparison of
spike and continuous addition of salicylate was 100 mg/L. For spike incubations, the 100
mg/L was added in a single dose at the beginning of the experiment. For continuous
incubations, the same dose was added at a rate of 10 mg L-1 day-1 over a period of 10 days to
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minimize the accumulation of salicylate during the incubation (see Figure 4.2 for the
response to a 10 mg/L dose).
4.4.2. Compound disappearance and DNA yield during SIP incubations
Before conducting SIP incubations, it was verified that salicylate was undetectable in
freshly sampled reactor slurry. Salicylate concentrations in this experiment were below
detection limits 24 h after spike incubations were initiated (Figure 4.3). In continuous
incubations, concentrations reached a maximum of 3.7 mg L-1 after 6 h of incubation but
were below detection limits by 18 h and for the remainder of the incubation. The minimal
accumulation of salicylate in continuous incubations indicates that the microbial community
was metabolizing salicylate nearly as fast as it was being infused.
DNA yields from 2-day spike, 10-day spike, and 10-day continuous incubations were
comparable. No significant differences in the quantity or quality of DNA were observed
between replicates or between incubations with unlabeled and 13C-labeled salicylate. All
extracted DNA was separated via ultracentrifugation. Recovered 13C-enriched DNA in the
fractions collected from ultracentrifuge tubes was generally not detectable by agarose gel
electrophoresis but was by PCR screen.
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Figure 4.3. Salicylate concentration as a function of time in unlabeled control incubations run
in parallel to SIP incubations. Error bars show the standard deviation of triplicate HPLC
injections. Salicylate concentration in the continuous incubation was below detection
between 2 and 10 d.
4.4.3. DGGE analysis of SIP fractions
PCR-DGGE was used to screen fractions collected from ultracentrifuge tubes (data
not shown). For all incubations, one fraction from the ultracentrifuge tubes was then selected
as representative of the “light” (unlabeled) DNA, and another fraction was selected as
representative of the “heavy” (labeled) DNA. These fractions generally corresponded to the
highest and lowest positions in the tubes, respectively, from which a strong PCR product
could be obtained. In samples with unlabeled salicylate, there were no PCR products in the
fractions where 13C-enriched DNA would be expected to be present.
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Figure 4.4. Negative image of DGGE profiles of PCR-amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments
for the bacterial community in reactor slurry before salicylate addition (lane 13) and for DNA
fractions from SIP incubations with [13C]salicylate. Lanes 1-4 represent 2-day spike
incubations, lanes 5-8 represent 10-day spike incubations, and lanes 9-12 represent 10-day
continuous incubations. Lanes correspond to the following fractions: (1) [13C]salicylate 2-day
spike heavy fraction, (2) [13C]salicylate 2-day spike light fraction, (3) [13C]salicylate 2-day
spike heavy fraction, (4) [13C]salicylate 2-day light fraction, (5) [13C]salicylate 10-day spike
heavy fraction, (6) [13C]salicylate 10-day spike light fraction, (7) [13C]salicylate 10-day spike
heavy fraction, (8) [13C]salicylate 10-day spike light fraction, (9) [13C]salicylate 10-day
continuous heavy fraction, (10) [13C]salicylate 10-day continuous light fraction, (11)
[13C]salicylate 10-day continuous heavy fraction, (12) [13C]salicylate 10-day continuous light
fraction, (13) day 0 reactor slurry, (14) negative PCR control.
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Light and heavy fractions from each incubation condition (2-day spike, 10-day spike,
10-day continuous) were amplified with bacterial primers for the 16S rRNA gene, and the
resulting PCR products were analyzed on a DGGE gel. Replicate incubations had DGGE
profiles with no significant differences (Figure 4.4). DGGE profiles of heavy DNA from 2-
day spike and 10-day spike incubations were similar (lanes 1 and 3, lanes 5 and 7). A pair of
closely spaced bands dominated heavy DNA from these incubations. In contrast, the 10-day
continuous incubations had a third band which migrated below the pair of closely spaced
bands (lanes 9 and 11).
4.4.5. 16S rRNA gene clone libraries
Clone libraries of 16S rRNA genes were constructed from the fractions containing
“heavy” DNA from 10-day spike and 10-day continuous incubations. Primer 8f was used to
partially sequence 43 clones derived from spike incubations and 42 clones derived from the
continuous incubations. Five clones were completely sequenced: salsp08, salcon01,
salcon26, salcon39, and salcon44. Clones were grouped at the >99% similarity level to define
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) before construction of the phylogenetic tree (Figure
4.5). Only 7 clones were not grouped into OTUs.
In agreement with the DGGE profiles, clone libraries derived from the spike and
continuous incubations had some overlap, while the clone library representing the continuous
incubation contained many unique sequences (Figure 4.5). Sequences salcon26, salcon39,
salsp08, salsp33, and salsp53 shared high similarity with sequences in the Ralstonia genus of
the β-Proteobacteria. Ralstonia sequences have been found before in PAH-contaminated
soils (Widada et al. 2002; Dionisi et al. 2004). A sequence from the continuous incubation
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which appeared only once in the clone library, salcon28, was most closely related to six
sequences previously found in a clone library of organisms from the bioreactor (Singleton et
al. submitted). Several other sequences from the continuous incubation, salcon44, salcon41,
salcon23, and salcon36, were closely related to various uncultured organisms found in
freshwater environments (Figure 4.5). The sequences from the continuous incubation were
less closely related to cultured organisms than were the sequences from the spike
incubations.
Sequences recovered from the 10-day spike incubations and some sequences from the
10-day continuous incubations were very similar to sequences recovered from a previous 2-
day spike addition of salicylate and naphthalene to the same bioreactor slurry (Singleton et
al. 2005), illustrating that at least some of the identified salicylate degraders are also
naphthalene-degrading organisms. Interestingly, some clones recovered in this study were
very similar to sequences found in other SIP studies with various substrates. Salcon08 was
most closely related to uncultured clones 18 and 42 from an SIP study of naphthalene-
degrading organisms in a PAH-contaminated soil (Yu and Chu 2005). Clone Salsp15 was
closely related to uncultured clones 521 and 545, recovered from an SIP investigation with
phenol at an agricultural field site (DeRito et al. 2005). Clone Salcon31 was closely related to
uncultured bacterium clone LO13.11 from an SIP study examining methanotrophs in peat
soil (Morris et al. 2002).
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Figure 4.5. Unrooted phylogenetic tree of 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from heavy
(13C-enriched) DNA in SIP incubations and their closest relatives. Clones from this study are
shown in bold and follow the naming scheme of: salsp (salicylate spike) or salcon (salicylate
continuous) and a number assigned to each clone for identification purposes. The abundance
of each clone in clone libraries derived from spike (S) and continuous (C) incubations is
indicated in parentheses after the clone name. Reference sequences are shown with the
GenBank accession number in parentheses. The tree was based on near-complete sequence of
the 16S rRNA gene (~1500 bp) for clones salsp08, salcon01, salcon26, salcon39, and
salcon44, while partial sequences (~800 bp) were used for all other clones. The qPCR primer
set used to quantify the abundance of each clone is indicated in parantheses.
LIBSHUFF analysis was used to determine if differences in the microbial
communities resulting from enrichment with salicylate added as a spike or continuously were
statistically significant; the null hypothesis was that the communities were different.
LIBSHUFF’s paired reciprocal comparisons indicated that the clone library derived from the
spike incubation was not significantly different from that derived from the continuous
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incubation (p=0.001). Conversely, the clone library from the continuous incubation was
significantly different from the clone library derived from the spike incubations (p=0.892).
As shown by the phylogenetic tree (Figure 4.5), the two clone libraries share many
sequences, but the clone library derived from continuous incubations contained many
additional sequences not present in the clone library derived from the spike incubations.
4.4.6. Abundance of salicylate-degrading organisms before and after salicylate enrichment
To investigate the abundance of organisms identified by SIP as salicylate degraders,
group-specific primer sets were designed for qPCR analysis. An experiment with addition of
unlabeled salicylate was run in the same manner as the SIP incubations, with spike and
continuous addition of salicylate to reactor slurry, and DNA extracts from this experiment
were analyzed by qPCR. The categories referred to as SAL group 1 and SAL group 4
represent assemblages of phylogenetically related organisms identified by SIP as degraders
of salicylate enriched by continuous addition. The NAP group 4 category represents
organisms that degrade salicylate and naphthalene which were found in both spike and
continuous incubations. NAP group 4 and SAL group1 both fall within the β-proteobacteria;
NAP group 4 primers target the Ralstonia genus, while SAL group 1 primers target the genus
Comamonadaceae. SAL group 4 primers target the genus Pseudomonas in the γ-
proteobacteria.
Results from qPCR analysis of DNA extracts are shown in Figure 4.6. Data are
presented as absolute copy number per mL slurry (white bars) and as percent relative
abundance of total community 16S rRNA genes present (shaded bars). All groups tested were
a minority of the reactor slurry microbial community before salicylate addition (~0.01% of
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total 16S rRNA genes). The spike addition of salicylate in the 2-day incubation provided a
strong selection, as the copy number of NAP group 4 sequences increased by 4 orders of
magnitude after the 2-day spike incubation, though abundance was only two orders of
magnitude higher after the 10-day spike incubation (Figure 4.6, panel A). NAP group 4
organisms comprised 28% of the total 16S rRNA genes present after the 2-day spike
incubation, but only 9% after the 10-day spike (Figure 4.6, panel B). Thus, there appears to
have been significant decay of the NAP group 4 organisms between 2 and 10 days, although
they were still a substantial fraction of the microbial community after 10 days.
Sequences associated with SAL group 1 and SAL group 4 were not appreciably
selected during spike addition of salicylate (Figure 4.6, panels D and F), consistent with their
presence only in the clone library derived from the continuous incubation with salicylate
during the SIP experiment. Combined, these two groups represented about 15% of the total
16S rRNA genes after enrichment by continuous addition of salicylate (Figure 4.6, panels D
and F), representing an increase of two orders of magnitude relative to their abundance in the
reactor community before enrichment (Figure 4.6, panels C and E). Continuous addition of
salicylate also enriched NAP group 4, which was approximately 5% of the total 16S rRNA
genes after enrichment.
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Figure 4.6. Abundance of salicylate-utilizing organisms before and after enrichment with
salicylate. Both the 16S rRNA gene copy number per mL reactor slurry (A, C, E) and percent
relative abundance (B, D, F) are shown. Results for NAP group 4, SAL group 1, and SAL
group 4 sequences are shown in panels A and B, C and D, and E and F, respectively. Day 0
represents unenriched reactor slurry. Values are the mean of triplicate qPCR reactions using
the same DNA as template, performed on duplicate samples. Error bars represent standard
deviations of the 6 replicate analyses. For calculations of relative abundance, the number of
16S rRNA gene copies of a given group was normalized by the average number of total 16S
rRNA gene copies in the sample as determined with general bacterial primers applied to the
group-specific standard.
4.5. Discussion
We utilized SIP to better understand the diversity of salicylate-utilizing organisms in
a bioreactor treating PAH-contaminated soil. Previous studies have shown that salicylate
addition affects PAH-degrading microbial community composition (Ogunseitan and Olson
1993; Sei et al. 2004; Singleton et al. 2005; van Herwijnen et al. 2006). Communities
enriched by spike and continuous salicylate addition showed that the enrichment methods
selected for different microbial communities. Spike addition of salicylate caused the largest
increase in the abundance of salicylate utilizers, while continuous addition stimulated a more
diverse population of salicylate utilizers. As shown by the DGGE profiles and clone libraries,
the organisms selected by spike addition of salicylate were largely a subset of the organisms
selected by the continuous addition of salicylate. The quantitative results of the LIBSHUFF
analysis support this conclusion.
The organisms selected in the spike incubation appear to be primarily naphthalene
degraders or are closely related to them, while sequences that were unique to the continuous
incubations are not closely related to any previously characterized organisms. Organisms
selected for in a previous SIP experiment which added salicylate to the same reactor slurry in
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spike form also were closely related to naphthalene degrading organisms (Singleton et al.
2005).
Microbial ecologists have classified microorganisms as r-strategists or K-strategists
(Andrews 1984). The terms r and K are derived from bacterial growth curves; r is defined as
growth rate, and K is defined as carrying capacity. Organisms who are r-strategists rely on
high reproductive rates for survival and are capable of utilizing resources which suddenly
become abundant. On the other hand, K-strategists reproduce more slowly than r-strategists,
and they tend to be more successful in resource-limited situations. The NAP group 4
sequences selected for by spike addition of salicylate appear to be primarily opportunistic
r-strategists, while the organisms in SAL groups 1 and 4 selected for by continuous addition
appear to be K-strategists. NAP group 4 organisms reproduced quickly during spike addition
of salicylate, but their abundances dropped between days 2 and 10 (Figure 4.6, panels A and
B). SAL groups 1 and 4 only reached gene copy numbers of 106 per mL reactor slurry
following continuous salicylate enrichment, while NAP group 4 reached 108 copies per mL
in the spike enrichment. In followup work (Chapter 5), it was observed that SAL groups 1
and 4 increased between days 0 and 3 during continuous addition of salicylate, and the
increases were sustained until day 10 (Figure 5.2, panels C – F).
Selective enrichment has been applied often in bioremediation research to increase
the relative abundance of a particular type of microorganism, such as those with the ability to
degrade a pollutant. Salicylate has been used as a selective agent to favor the growth of
naphthalene-degrading organisms containing the NAH7 plasmid, which codes for the
degradation of naphthalene. Salicylate has favored growth, DNA abundance, mRNA
expression, and metabolic activity in both organisms natively containing the NAH7 plasmid
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and organisms engineered to contain the NAH7 plasmid. Two strains of Pseudomonas putida
which control plant disease were engineered to contain the NAH7 plasmid, and growth of
both strains was enhanced by salicylate addition (Colbert et al. 1993a; Ji and Wilson 2003).
Several other studies have used selective enrichment with salicylate to influence the behavior
of organisms natively containing the NAH7 plasmid. mRNA levels hybridizing to the NAH7
plasmid were increased by salicylate amendment of microbial communities in MGP soils
(Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Sanseverino et al. 1993b). The addition of salicylate was found
to sustain high densities of naphthalene degraders inoculated in an MGP soil, and it also
increased the abundance of native organisms containing the NAH7 plasmid (Ogunseitan et
al. 1991). P. putida G7 population densities in soil were increased by salicylate addition,
though high cell densities did not necessarily lead to active populations of cells (Colbert et al.
1993b; Colbert et al. 1993c). Of most direct relevance to this work, salicylate amendment to
an MGP soil was found to stimulate naphthalene mineralization, increase levels of NAH7
DNA and mRNA, and the abundance of naphthalene degraders (Ogunseitan and Olson
1993). Concentration-dependent effects of salicylate were observed in several studies, and
the addition of salicylate in slow-release form for bioremediation efforts was suggested
(Ogunseitan et al. 1991; Colbert et al. 1993b; Colbert et al. 1993c).
Many sequences recovered in clone libraries in this experiment were very similar to
sequences from a previous SIP experiment in which salicylate was added as a spike
(Singleton et al. 2005). Though cross-feeding is a potential concern in SIP experiments
(Radajewski et al. 2003), the recovery of highly similar sequences from 2-day and 10-day
spike incubations in this study and from 2-day spike incubations in a previous study
(Singleton et al. 2005) suggests that cross-feeding or secondary utilization was not significant
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in these experiments. The lower abundance of NAP group 4 organisms in the 10-day spike
compared to the 2-day spike (9% and 28% of total community 16S rRNA sequences,
respectively; Figure 4.6) may be attributable to cell turnover in the 8 days during which low
amounts of exogenous carbon were available. No succession of SAL groups 1 and 4 were
observed between the 2-day spike and 10-day spike incubations.
The application of SIP requires enrichment of a microbial community on a given
carbon source, with a corresponding potential for enrichment bias that could depend on the
rate at which the carbon source is made available to the community or on its instantaneous
concentration in the medium. The SIP technique is amenable to water-soluble and water-
insoluble substrates. Reactor slurry SIP with sparingly soluble substrates such as
naphthalene, phenanthrene, and pyrene has added the [13C]PAHs in continuous form; crystals
are supplied to the microcosm at the start of the incubation, and their dissolution into the
microcosm’s liquid media is driven by microbial uptake of the PAH (Singleton et al. 2005;
Singleton et al. submitted). Most other SIP incubations have delivered the [13C]substrate as
single or multiple spikes. Work presented in this chapter shows that spike and continuous
addition of the same substrate select for differing microbial communities. Researchers
planning future SIP experiments with water-soluble substrates should carefully consider the
concentrations and rates at which the substrate will be provided to the microbial community.
The fact that different methods of substrate addition select for different organisms within a
community also can have implications for the addition of supplemental carbon sources as a
bioremediation strategy.
5. Effect of salicylate addition on naphthalene, phenanthrene, and
benzo[a]pyrene mineralization in a bioreactor treating polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon-contaminated soil
5.1. Abstract
Salicylate is an inducer of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) metabolism in
many bacteria, and its addition to contaminated soil or sediment has been proposed as a
means of stimulating PAH degradation during bioremediation. We examined the effect of
spike or continuous addition of salicylate to a microbial community from a bioreactor
treating PAH-contaminated soil on initial mineralization rates of naphthalene, phenanthrene,
and benzo[a]pyrene. Spike addition of salicylate was found to increase the mineralization of
naphthalene by 50% relative to the unenriched sample. No other increases in response to
salicylate addition were observed. This work suggests that salicylate addition can be a useful
strategy to enhance the bioremediation of naphthalene-contaminated environments.
5.2. Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are soil and sediment pollutants mainly
resulting from industrial processes. Their ubiquitous distribution (LaFlamme and Hites 1978;
Johnson et al. 1985) and potency as carcinogens (Harvey 1991) has led to increased concern
over their potential effects on human health and the environment. Because of its minimal
disturbance to the environment and relatively low cost, bioremediation has become a
promising strategy for cleanup of PAH-contaminated soils and sediments. However,
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bioremediation often results in limited removal of PAHs, particularly for the 4- to 6-ring
compounds (Wilson and Jones 1993; U.S.E.P.A. 2004).
Biostimulation with either selective or non-selective carbon sources is among the
suggested strategies for improving the biodegradation of PAHs (Keck et al. 1989; Tittle et al.
1995; Kastner and Mahro 1996; Chen and Aitken 1999; Haderlein et al. 2001; Bengtsson and
Zerhouni 2003; Tian et al. 2003; Gaskin and Bentham 2005). Salicylate is a potential
selective carbon source that plays two roles in the degradation of naphthalene: (1) it is an
intermediate in the pathway for aerobic bacterial metabolism of naphthalene, and (2) it is an
inducer of naphthalene metabolism in these bacteria (Davies and Evans 1964; Yen and
Serdar 1988). Salicylate has also been identified as an intermediate in some degradation
pathways for the three-ring PAHs phenanthrene (Gibson and Subramanian 1984; Cerniglia
and Heitkamp 1989) and anthracene (Cerniglia and Heitkamp 1989; Sutherland et al. 1995).
However, detailed knowledge of PAH degradation pathways becomes increasingly scarce as
the size of the molecule increases, and PAH-degraders not able to utilize salicylate have also
been found (Bogan et al. 2001; Zocca et al. 2004). As previously shown with pure cultures
and microbial communities, salicylate can enhance the degradation of naphthalene and
several PAHs with three or more rings, including phenanthrene, fluoranthene,
benz[a]anthracene, chrysene, pyrene, and benzo[a]pyrene (Mahaffey et al. 1988; Cardinal
and Stenstrom 1991; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Chen and Aitken 1999; Gordon and
Dobson 2001; Vanderford 2001; Tian et al. 2003; Alemayehu et al. 2004). Because PAH
degraders often have a broad substrate range, multiple PAHs may be degraded by common
enzymes or pathway elements (Foght and Westlake 1988; Boldrin et al. 1993; Menn et al.
1993; Aitken and Long 2004). This overlap of PAH degradation pathways suggests that
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inducing the expression of one pathway might co-induce the expression of enzymes involved
in the metabolism of other PAHs (Chen and Aitken 1999). If salicylate were to function as an
inducer of high-molecular-weight PAH degradation, it could be useful in bioremediation of
PAH-contaminated soil.
In Chapter 4 it was shown that different methods of salicylate addition (spike addition
or slow, continuous addition over a 10-day period) enriched for different groups of organisms
in a microbial community from a slurry-phase bioreactor treating PAH-contaminated soil. In
this study, the effects of enrichment with salicylate by either method on initial rates of
mineralization of naphthalene, phenanthrene, and benzo[a]pyrene by the bioreactor
community were evaluated.
5.3. Materials and Methods
5.3.1. Chemicals
Sodium salicylate was purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemical Co. (Paris, Kentucky).
[U-ring-14C]-salicylic acid, [benzene-UL-14C]naphthalene, [9-14C]-phenanthrene, and [7-
14C]benzo[a]pyrene were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri). The specific
activities of each compound were 10.0 mCi/mmol, 17.8 mCi/mmol, 8.3 mCi/mmol, and 26.6
mCi/mmol, respectively.
5.3.2. Bioreactor description
PAH-contaminated soil obtained from a former manufactured-gas plant site was
treated in a bench-scale, aerobic slurry-phase bioreactor operated as described previously
(Singleton et al. 2005). Slurry was sampled from the bioreactor at the time of the experiment.
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5.3.3. Setup of primary and secondary spike enrichment experiment
Reactor slurry was incubated in duplicate 125-mL sterilized screw-top Erlenmeyer
flasks and shaken at 150 rpm and 23˚C. Sodium salicylate dissolved in phosphate buffer (10
mM; pH 7.0) was added to reactor slurry as a 100 mg/L spike (as salicylate), and samples for
high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis were collected periodically as
described below. After all added salicylate was consumed, a second addition of 100 mg/L
salicylate was added 48 hours after the first spike. Samples for HPLC analysis were again
collected.
5.3.4. Monitoring disappearance of salicylate
Samples for salicylate analysis were obtained by centrifuging the slurry to pellet
solids and filtering the supernatant with a 0.45-µm-pore-size Millex-HN syringe filter
(Millipore, Billerica, Mass.). After acidifying with 20% H3PO4 (pH < 2), samples were stored
in amber, crimp-top gas chromatography vials at –20˚C before HPLC determination of
salicylate concentrations. The HPLC system consisted of a Waters (Milford, Mass.) 600E
system controller, a Waters 717 Plus autosampler, and a Kratos (Chestnut Ridge, N.Y.)
Spectroflow 757 UV absorbance detector set at 298 nm. Salicylate was analyzed isocratically
on a Supelcosil LC-8 column (Supelco, Bellefonte, Penn.); the mobile phase consisted of
25% acetonitrile:75% water containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. Replicate injections of a
single sample typically had a range within 1% of the mean. Salicylate concentration was
quantified using external standard calibration curves.
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5.3.5. Mineralization assays
Mineralization assays with [14C]salicylic acid, [14C]naphthalene, [14C]phenanthrene,
and [14C]benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) were used to compare initial rates of degradation. As the 14C
compound stocks were supplied in the carrier solvents methanol or toluene, which are
potential carbon sources for the bioreactor microbial community, solvent exchange was
performed by evaporating the solvent and redissolving the PAHs in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). In preliminary experiments, DMSO was found to have no effect upon PAH
mineralization rates.
Mineralization assays were carried out in sterilized 40 mL EPA vials (Laboratory
Supply Distributors, Mt. Laurel, NJ) with screw-top lids. Septa were lined with aluminum
foil to prevent sorption of the PAHs to the septa. Mineralization assays consisted of adding
20,000 disintegrations per minute (dpm) of 14C-labeled PAH or [14C]salicylic acid to 5 mL
reactor slurry and were carried out in triplicate. Incubations were shaken at 150 rpm and
23˚C. For killed controls, 25% H3PO4 was added to acidify the reactor slurry to pH < 2. The
14CO2 generated as the radiolabeled PAHs were mineralized was captured in CO2 traps
consisting of a 75x12 mm test tube containing a 5 cm2 piece of Whatman (Sanford, Maine)
#1 filter paper saturated with 60 µL 2N KOH that was placed inside the incubation vial.
At each sampling point during [14C]salicylic acid mineralization experiments, the
filter paper was removed and placed into a scintillation vial with 10 mL ScintiSafe Plus 50%
(Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) scintillation cocktail. A new piece of KOH-saturated filter
paper was then placed inside the CO2 trap. Incubations were not acidified before counting
14CO2 at the final timepoint. At the end of the mineralization assays with 14C-labeled PAHs,
samples were acidified to pH < 2 by injection of 20% H3PO4 through the septa. The vials
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were returned to the shaker for another 24 h, and the radioactivity trapped on the filter paper
traps was counted. To estimate concentrations of residual 14C-labeled PAH, slurry was
extracted with ethyl acetate, and radioactivity in the ethyl acetate phase was measured. All
samples were counted in a Packard (Meriden, Conn.) Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Analyzer,
Model 1900TR.
5.3.6. Molecular analyses of salicylate enrichments
Reactor slurry was incubated in duplicate 125-mL sterilized screw-top Erlenmeyer
flasks and shaken at 150 rpm. Equivalent amounts of salicylate dissolved in phosphate buffer
(10 mM; pH 7.0) were added to reactor slurry as a 100 mg/L spike or continuously at a rate
of 10 mg L-1 day-1 for 10 days (as described in Chapter 4). DNA was extracted periodically
from the enrichments with the MoBio (Carlsbad, Calif.) UltraClean Soil DNA extraction kit,
and real time quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used to quantify the abundance of groups of
salicylate-degrading organisms in extracted DNA as described in Chapter 4.
5.4. Results
5.4.1. Growth of salicylate-degrading organisms following enrichment with salicylate
To verify the growth and increased activity of salicylate-degrading organisms
following enrichment with salicylate, 100 mg/L salicylate was spiked to reactor slurry twice.
HPLC was used to follow salicylate concentration after each injection of salicylate.
Salicylate added at 100 mg/L in the primary enrichment was metabolized within 32 hours,
and a secondary enrichment of 100 mg/L salicylate, dosed at 48 hours, was completely
consumed within 6 hours (Figure 5.1). The growth of salicylate-utilizing organisms during
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the primary enrichment is reflected in the more rapid metabolism of salicylate during the
secondary enrichment.
Previous work using stable-isotope probing (Chapter 4) led to the identification of
three groups of salicylate-degrading bacteria for which quantitative PCR primers were
developed. Figure 5.2 shows the growth of these organisms during spike and continuous
enrichment with salicylate. DNA was extracted at multiple timepoints during the
enrichments, and real-time qPCR primers were used to quantify the abundance of various
groups of salicylate-degrading organisms. In good agreement with results reported in Chapter
4, salicylate enrichment was found to substantially increase the abundance of salicylate-
degrading organisms (Figure 5.2). For NAP group 4 sequences, spike enrichment increased
the copy number per mL slurry by 5 orders of magnitude (Figure 5.2, panel A). In terms of
relative abundance, spike enrichment increased NAP group 4 sequences from <0.01% of the
community to 50% (Figure 5.2, panel B). NAP group 4 sequences also increased in response
to continuous enrichment, with 16S rRNA gene copy numbers increasing by approximately 3
orders of magnitude (Figure 5.2, panel A). These sequences increased from <0.001% of total
community 16S rRNA genes to 5% (Figure 5.2, panel B).
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Figure 5.1. Salicylate concentration versus time for two sequential spike additions of
salicylate. The second spike was added 48 hours after the first spike. Error bars show the
standard deviation of duplicate HPLC injections of samples from duplicate incubations.
Continuous enrichment also significantly increased the abundance of SAL groups 1
and 4. The 16S rRNA gene copy numbers of both groups increased by at least 2 orders of
magnitude (Figure 5.6, panels C and E). Relative abundances of SAL groups 1 and 4
increased from <0.01% to approximately 1-2% of the total community 16S rRNA genes
(Figure 5.6, panels D and F). The largest increases occurred during the first 3 days of the
enrichment culture; abundances did not increase as much from days 4-10. These data closely
resemble the qPCR results presented in Figure 4.6. Spike enrichment did not increase the
abundances of organisms in SAL groups 1 and 4 (Figure 4.6, panels C – F), so these groups
were not quantified following spike enrichment for the experiments reported in this chapter
(Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2. Real time quantitative PCR data showing the abundance of three groups of
salicylate-utilizing organisms in reactor slurry during spike (S) and continuous (C, cont.)
enrichment with salicylate. Salicylate was added as a 100 mg/L spike or continuously for 10
days at 10 mg L-1 day-1. Both the 16S rRNA gene copy number per mL reactor slurry (A, C,
E) and percent relative abundance (B, D, F) are shown. Results for NAP group 4 (panels A
and B), SAL group 1 (panels C and D), and SAL group 4 (panels E and F) sequences are
shown. Values are the mean and standard deviation of triplicate qPCR reactions for single
samples. For calculations of relative abundance, the number of 16S rRNA gene copies of a
given group was normalized by the average number of total 16S rRNA gene copies in the
sample as determined with general bacterial primers.
5.4.2. Preliminary mineralization experiments
In a mineralization assay containing both unlabeled and 14C-labeled forms of the same
compound, the 14C-labeled form is typically added at a trace concentration. It is possible that
the dilution of the 14C-labeled compound by its unlabeled analogue could alter observed 14C
mineralization rates. To address this issue, preliminary experiments were conducted in which
the reactor slurry was first enriched on unlabeled salicylate and then was tested for the rate of
[14C]salicylate mineralization in the presence of varying concentrations of unlabeled
salicylate. Unlabeled salicylate was added to the reactor slurry as a 100 mg/L spike, and
mineralization experiments were initiated after all of the added salicylate had been degraded.
The mass of [14C]salicylate added to each mineralization assay vial was 124 ng
(approximately 25 µg/L), while the masses of unlabeled salicylate added were 0, 5, or 125 µg
(0, 1, or 25 mg/L salicylate, respectively). As expected, the mineralization of [14C]salicylate
at the 1 h time-point was a factor of 2.5-3 times higher following enrichment with salicylate
than in unenriched samples (Figure 5.3). The concentration of unlabeled salicylate did not
affect [14C]salicylate mineralization rates (Figure 5.3). In a similar experiment with
naphthalene, no effect of unlabeled naphthalene concentration was seen on [14C]naphthalene
mineralization rates (data not shown).
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of [14C]salicylate mineralization rates (1) before and after spike
enrichment on [12C]salicylate and (2) in the presence of varying concentrations of
[12C]salicylate. Numbers beneath the bars indicated as “after enrichment” represent the
unlabeled salicylate concentration in mg/L. Stacked bars show mean and standard deviation
of cumulative mineralization of [14C]salicylate at 1-h, 3-h, and 5-h timepoints.
In another preliminary experiment, the rate of [14C]salicylate mineralization was
examined at various timepoints during continuous enrichment of reactor slurry on 10 mg/L-1
day-1 unlabeled salicylate. The cumulative mineralization at the 3-hour time-point did not
change appreciably with enrichment, but mineralization at the 1-hour time-point increased
from approximately 3700 dpm on day 0 (unenriched slurry) to 9500 dpm on days 3, 6, and 10
(Figure 5.4). The increase in mineralization at the 1-hour time-point was approximately the
same between continuous enrichment and spike enrichment (compare Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
Overall, enrichment with salicylate either as a spike or continuously led to a significant
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increase in the initial rate of salicylate mineralization, but the enrichment had a negligible
effect on the extent of mineralization over periods as short as 3 hours.
Figure 5.4. Comparison of [14C]salicylic acid mineralization during a 10-day continuous
salicylate enrichment. Stacked bars show mean and standard deviation of cumulative
mineralization of [14C]salicylic acid at 1-h and 3-h timepoints.
To determine appropriate incubation periods for subsequent mineralization assays, an
experiment was conducted to follow the time-course of mineralization of [14C]PAHs by
salicylate-enriched reactor slurry. Unlabeled salicylate was added as a spike (100 mg/L) to
reactor slurry, and HPLC was used to verify that all salicylate had been degraded 48 h later.
The enriched slurry was then distributed to a large number of replicate vessels for
mineralization assays, and triplicate vessels were sacrificed at various time-points for
mineralization assays. Mineralization of [14C]naphthalene and [14C]phenanthrene leveled off
after 3 hours of incubation, with mineralization at the 3-hour time-point representing
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approximately 90% of the mineralization seen at 6 hours (Figure 5.5). In contrast,
[14C]benzo[a]pyrene mineralization continued to increase up to 24 hours, the latest time-point
evaluated. Based on the results of this experiment, the following incubation periods were
chosen to represent initial rates of mineralization for subsequent experiments: 20 minutes for
[14C]naphthalene, 20 minutes for [14C]phenanthrene, and 24 hours for [14C]benzo[a]pyrene.
Figure 5.5. Time-course of mineralization of [14C]naphthalene, [14C]phenanthrene, and
[14C]benzo[a]pyrene by salicylate-enriched reactor slurry. Error bars show the standard
deviation of triplicate incubations.
5.4.3. Mineralization assays to measure effect of salicylate addition on PAH mineralization
The initial rates of mineralization of naphthalene, phenanthrene, and benzo[a]pyrene
were compared before and after spike or continuous enrichment of reactor slurry on
salicylate. To evaluate the amount of radiolabel lost to volatilization, strong sorption to the
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soil, or incorporation into biomass, an ethyl acetate extraction was performed after each
mineralization assay was complete. Spike enrichment with salicylate increased [14C]
naphthalene mineralization by 50% relative to the unenriched sample (Figure 5.6). The
difference was significant according to a two-tailed Student’s t test (p = 0.0014). Spike
enrichment did not appreciably increase the mineralization rate of [14C]phenanthrene or
[14C]benzo[a]pyrene. Continuous enrichment of salicylate likewise did not increase the
mineralization rates of any of the 3 PAHs tested. The average recovery of 14CO2 plus
radiolabel for the live incubations was 65% for naphthalene, 75% for phenanthrene, and 70%
for benzo[a]pyrene. Recoveries of less than 100% of the added radiolabel in the killed
control are attributed to losses due to volatilization and/or strong sorption of the parent PAH
to the soil. Differences between the amount of 14C recovered in the live incubations and that
recovered in the killed controls are assumed to represent incorporation of 14C into biomass.
As expected, assimilation of 14C was observed for naphthalene and phenanthrene, but not for
benzo[a]pyrene.
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Figure 5.6. Mineralization of [14C]naphthalene (A), [14C]phenanthrene (B), and
[14C]benzo[a]pyrene (C) by reactor slurry before and after spike or continuous enrichment
with salicylate. After termination of the mineralization assay the 14CO2 was counted (shaded
bars), then the remaining [14C]PAH in each vial was extracted with ethyl acetate and counted
(white bars). The asterisk (*) in panel A shows the statistically significant increase in
[14C]naphthalene mineralization after spike enrichment, compared to unenriched slurry. Error
bars show the standard deviation of triplicate incubations.
5.5. Discussion
This research was designed to investigate the effect of salicylate enrichment upon the
growth of salicylate-degrading microorganisms and the consequent effects on mineralization
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of selected PAHs. As expected, multiple lines of evidence indicate that salicylate enrichment
enhanced the growth of salicylate-degrading organisms: unlabeled salicylate degradation
rate, 16S rRNA gene abundance of salicylate utilizers, and [14C]mineralization rates all
increased after enrichment of the reactor slurry with salicylate (Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4).
Spike addition of salicylate caused the largest increase in the abundance of salicylate
utilizers, while continuous addition stimulated a more diverse population of salicylate
utilizers (Figure 5.2). During 10 days of continuous salicylate addition, the increases in
abundance of salicylate degraders and mineralization rate were evident by day 3, and no
further increases were observed between days 3 and 10 (Figures 5.2 and 5.4). During spike
addition of salicylate, the increase in NAP group 4 abundance at 22 h was reflected in the
rapid removal of salicylate seen between 22 h and 32 h (Figures 5.2 and 5.1).
Of the 3 PAHs tested, only naphthalene was mineralized at a higher rate following
enrichment with salicylate (Figure 5.6). Furthermore, the increased mineralization rate was
seen only with spike addition of salicylate, not with continuous addition. Prior studies with
this bioreactor slurry employing stable-isotope probing have shown that salicylate degraders
selected after spike addition of salicylate are closely related to naphthalene degraders but not
to phenanthrene degraders (Singleton et al. 2005). Consistent with the known role of
salicylate as an inducer of naphthalene degradation (Yen and Serdar 1988), increased
naphthalene degradation rates have been found in previous studies following spike addition
of salicylate to PAH-degrading microbial communities or pure cultures (Cardinal and
Stenstrom 1991; Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Filonov et al. 2006). For phenanthrene,
previous studies have seen either increased degradation rates (Chen and Aitken 1999; Meyer
et al. 1999; Tian et al. 2003; van Herwijnen et al. 2006) or no effect on degradation rates
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(Cardinal and Stenstrom 1991; Carmichael and Pfaender 1997). Salicylate addition was
found to increase benzo[a]pyrene mineralization for a pure culture (Chen and Aitken 1999),
but no effect was seen when salicylate was added to a PAH-contaminated soil community
(Vanderford 2001). Therefore, although salicylate has been found in some pure cultures to
stimulate PAH degradation, it has most often not had any effect on degradation rates of
PAHs other than naphthalene in the soil matrix (Table 2.2).
Because PAHs occur as complex mixtures in contaminated soils, and because
salicylate was not found to stimulate the degradation of phenanthrene or benzo[a]pyrene,
salicylate will most likely not be useful to enhance the bioremediation of PAH-contaminated
soil in our bioreactor. The extent to which this finding can be extrapolated to other systems is
not known. However, enrichment with salicylate might be a useful strategy for enhancing
naphthalene removal in those systems in which naphthalene degradation is limited at least in
part by the abundance of naphthalene-degrading organisms. For example, naphthalene is a
principal contaminant of groundwater downgradient of source zones at PAH-contaminated
sites (Durant et al. 1995; Madsen et al. 1996; Pitterle et al. 2005; Bianchin et al. 2006),
although enrichment with a selective carbon source to stimulate the growth of naphthalene
degraders might have to be accompanied by increased oxygen supply to augment the
generally low dissolved oxygen concentrations in the contaminated groundwater at these
sites (Durant et al. 1995; Madsen et al. 1996; Durant et al. 1997; Pitterle et al. 2005; Bianchin
et al. 2006).
6. Conclusions and Future Work
6.1. Principal Conclusions
The primary objective of this dissertation was to investigate the effect of salicylate
addition upon microbial community composition and PAH degradation rates in a slurry phase
bioreactor treating PAH-contaminated soil. Salicylate addition was evaluated as a method to
potentially increase PAH degradation rates.
Specific Objectives:
1. Use stable- isotope probing to identify bioreactor organisms in reactor slurry which
metabolize salicylate, naphthalene, and phenanthrene.
Following incubation of reactor slurry with 13C-labeled forms of salicylate,
naphthalene, and phenanthrene, molecular techniques were used to identify organisms
capable of growth on each compound. Communities of salicylate and naphthalene degraders
were similar, and their clone libraries were composed primarily of sequences belonging to
the Pseudomonas and Ralstonia genera. In contrast, clone libraries of the phenanthrene
degraders active during the incubation were composed primarily of sequences related to the
Acidovorax genus. Further SIP work in the Aitken laboratory has found pyrene degraders to
be distinct from naphthalene and phenanthrene degraders (Singleton et al. submitted).
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2. Investigate the effect of salicylate addition upon reactor slurry microbial community
composition. Compare alternate methods of salicylate addition to reactor slurry – spike and
continuous.
Equivalent masses of [13C]salicylate were added to reactor slurry either in spike (all at
once) or continuous (slow addition throughout the incubation) forms. Clone libraries and
real-time quantitative PCR were used to characterize the communities selected for by each
method of salicylate addition. Spike and continuous addition were found to select for
differing communities. Spike addition of salicylate resulted in Pseudomonas- and Ralstonia-
like organisms similar to those found in experiments performed under Objective 1.
Continuous addition of salicylate selected for three groups of organisms: one group closely
related to organisms selected for by spike addition, and two unique groups most closely
related to uncultivated organisms. All of the identified organisms were present in very low
abundance (< 0.01% of total 16S rRNA genes) before enrichment with salicylate. Depending
on the salicylate addition method, the relative abundance of salicylate degraders was from 20
to 30% of the total 16S rRNA genes after enrichment.
3. Evaluate spike and continuous addition of salicylate as potential methods to stimulate
PAH removal from contaminated soil. Quantify the magnitude of increase in initial removal
rate of those PAH which are affected by addition of salicylate.
Experiments conducted under this objective (1) used abundance and activity
measurements to verify the growth of salicylate-degrading organisms following enrichment
on salicylate and (2) measured the initial removal rates of specific PAHs by reactor slurry
following addition of salicylate. Radiocarbon mineralization assays with naphthalene,
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phenanthrene, and benzo[a]pyrene compared rates of PAH degradation in the absence of
salicylate, following spike addition, and following continuous addition.  Of the 3 PAHs
tested, only naphthalene showed an increase in mineralization (50%) following spike
addition of salicylate; no mineralization was stimulated by continuous salicylate addition.
6.2. Future work
Future experiments to address the effect of salicylate addition on PAH
degradation should focus on the following goals. First, other PAH-contaminated soils should
be tested in addition to the single MGP soil tested in this research. If additional [13C]
salicylate were available, SIP could be used to identify the organisms selected for by spike
versus continuous addition. Mineralization assays with various PAH will be straightforward
to carry out and will reveal any increase in PAH degradation rates caused by salicylate
addition. If salicylate is found to increase PAH degradation rates, its efficacy should be
further tested in a pilot scale remediation project. In addition, isolates from salicylate
enrichment cultures should be characterized. Improved understanding of the diversity and
physiology of PAH-degrading organisms will help with management decisions for PAH-
contaminated sites.
Supplements such as specific carbon sources or surfactants have been hypothesized to
stimulate populations of degrading organisms or increase the available concentration of a
contaminant (Ogunseitan and Olson 1993; Tiehm et al. 1997; Wang et al. 1998; Chen and
Aitken 1999). The results of adding supplements to a contaminated environment will
probably be contaminant- and site-specific. Environmental regulations may also dictate
whether a supplement can be added to a particular site. Adding nonspecific carbon sources
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such as acetate or molasses would presumably pass regulatory scrutiny, but adding a carbon
source such as salicylate, which can be toxic to humans in high enough doses, may not easily
acquire regulatory approval. Addition of salicylate in an ex situ treatment, such as a
bioreactor, may be seen as a safer option than addition of salicylate in situ.
While salicylate addition was not found to stimulate PAH degradation rates in the
MGP soil studied in this work, some previous work examining PAH degradation rates in
complex matrices following salicylate addition has shown increased degradation rates of
naphthalene in activated sludge (Cardinal and Stenstrom 1991), naphthalene in soil
(Ogunseitan and Olson 1993), and pyrene in soil (Vanderford 2001). Previous work in which
salicylate was not found to increase PAH degradation rates have hypothesized that salicylate
was used as a carbon source instead of an inducer or that salicylate addition stimulated non-
PAH degrading organisms (Carmichael and Pfaender 1997). The body of evidence to date
suggests that salicylate can stimulate naphthalene removal in contaminated systems by
increasing the abundance of naphthalene-degrading organisms.
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